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Major C. G. Pincombe of the Cana
dian Army who has been acting Pro
vost Marshal with headquarters in
St. John, has resigned from this ‘work j t r a c k R E C O R D E Q U A L L E D BY
and taken a leave of absence, arriving
TH O M A S EARL
in Houlton where he will be for a ■
couple of weeks, working in the in
IN T E R E ST IN G M E E T I N G H E L D ON were discussed.
terests of the Red Cross.
Mr. Morss made it very plain to
SUNDAY
Maj. Pincombe was in Houlton in
those present that if The banks ex
May when he spoke in behalf of tilt1
pected the Federal Reserve Bank to
Second Red Cress War fund.
stand behind them, that it was a b 
Tile
f tlho track: record.
In an interview with the TIMES.
solutely necessary for the Aroostook
For the third season Houlton peo- Major Pincombe said that in his w ork'2.12% by T1
Eai ■le, and the best
banks to curtail their loans as much iple will have an opportunity of hearas
A.
P.
M.
he
had
never
yet
had
the
!
racing
ever
on
the local track,
'
'as possible, to take care of loans j ing some of the best entertainments
necessary office accommodation pro were the feature of the firsT day's
A largely attended meeting in the , whJch were nceded for the essentials,
ever given to the public, at a price vided, which was necessary to insure racing at th
■uit racing her*' on
Interests of the Home Service section Jn thege timeg of heavy demands, that
within the reach of all.
lay of last week. It
him carrying on the work with effi-1 Thursday an
of the Red Cross was held at the M. i
ry loan shoul(1 be carefully invesThe winning of the war is the su- ciency; neither had any deputy been fook five heats to decide the 2.20 class
E. Church on Sunday afternoon.
H an(1 it the money was to be ,
„
,
. .
M
o w C.
r> G.
r Pinpnmhp
,
preme task of the people of America. appointed to assist him in his ardu after Bravas was put hack to second
Major
Pincombe nf
or thp
tne Canacana |l|ged for a11
the increase of food producWe owe it to the men in the trenches, ous duties. This, together with con- for running on the back stretch in the
dian Army was the principal speaker |^
QV carrying on work essential to
on
the ships, and in the sky to strain j si(lerabk, (iifficulty in getting suitable third heat. Grey Bobbie won the first
and said in part
[winning the war, to loan the miniThe
thorough
and
businesslike Imum amount possible but if it was for every nerve and sinew, to put aside men for the military police force, has heat of this class, but could not stand
every selfish wish, to forego any un made his difficulties all the greater. the hot pace set by Bravas.
manner in which the American N a 
tion Is now working to hasten both non-essentials that the Federal Re necessary indulgence, that the sacriIn the 2.11 Sirlain was the winner
Out of an establishment of only fortvmen and material across to Europe, serve Bank could not accept such
fiee of those devoted Americans " h ° | t bree he has already been forced tojof the first heat, but Sir Patrick Dohtogether with the magnificent fight paper.
have crossed the sea may not be in get rid of eight men, and is still erty, the veteran Canadian owner and
ing qualities displayed by her troops
While, as Mr. Morss explained, this
vain.
already on the firing line, have called
driver, took the next three heats, netwelve under strength.
forth the admiration of the world, and comes from the Government as a re
To this task the entile Chautauqua! .-pbe AI i litary Service Act, he said, j gotiating the second heat in 2.12%,
acted as an inspiration to the whole quest. it is like many other requests
organization is devoted in twenty )bas revealed some astonishing facts ] equalling the track record held by Dan
of the allied troops.
of a like nature, in that, if the request
The way in which the minds of the is not granted, it will be made as a states and in its ceaseless search for in New Brunswick. It would surprist S. In the first heat of this class
talent some of the greatest war-lec many to know the number who can Vanza led to the three quarters pole,
people of the U. S. have been sudden
ly diverted from peaceable pursuits, demand.
turers of the day and some of the most neither read nor write.
In manv but Sirlain. the Nova Scotia horse,
Those who desire to do
business
to prepare for, and take part in a war
inspiring musical programs have been |()f thfl (.oumry (listri(.ts newspapers led at the wire.
of unparalleled magnitude is simply along these lines with
the banks
secured for our Chautauqua.
In the second heat of the 2.20 the
are seldom read even when they are
marvelous.
should bear this in mind, and under
In the midst of their great war sac received and yet people are expected j finish was dost1, Bravas finally winTo think that within a year or so,
stand
when
details
of
a
loan
are
ask
this mighty change has taken place,
rifices, many hundreds of towns in to know -the current events of the day jning after being forced to go the long
and that now America understands as ed for that the banks are obliged to go
Canada. Australia and the United aml to t,xt,rt.iso lhfl fran(.his( intelli- mile. She was cleverly handled by
never before, that she has to fight Into details regarding same,
under
States have within the past year se- Rent]y. In tht. (.(,untrv districts es- Mont Gerow. Miss Agnes won the
Prussians to a . finish now in Europe, orders from
the
Federal
Reserve
eured their first Chautauqua, and have 1KH.iallv appaivntlv the ]aw has n0Ver 2.20. but was bard pushed by Lucky
or later on to fight it on her own ter
Bank.
ritory and possibly without an ally
found in it a better understanding of , be,,n t,nfon.0(l wilh reference to the Strike.
“The war program is enormous said
is a great stimulation to the remain
the
progress and needs of the war and j workings of the M. S. A., and people
Friday's card included the 2.12, 2.10
der of the allies.
Mr. Morss, but it cannot be evaded or
an inspiration for making the heroic1^
allmved to g() an(1 (.0me as thev 2.18 and 2.20 trot.
This mighty country with its untold shirked. You may not like
some
effort and sacrifices necessary to win JpleaS(1 without
without proper
proper check
(.he(.k being
wealth ana unlimited resources, is
Summary of Thursday's races:
things,
and
may
criticise
the
admin
great temptation to such a piratical
lt|
made.
When
the
vital
statistics
have
2.11 TROT ANT) PACE
people as the Huns undoubtedly are istration at Washington— and there
At the Chautauqua you will see been seriously
neglected in some1 $2 no.
«nd therefore it is the duty of every has been much criticism of the admin
neighbors
sent parts, no trouble has been taken to
American citizen to stand forth, and istration— but it must be supported, audiences of your
away with a smile or a tear, with register either births, marriages or Thos. Earle, bs., by the Earle,
defend his country against all ene
o 1 1 1
no matter what is done.
W e must
( Doherty)
At the meeting of the Banking in
terests of Eastern Maine, held in Ban
gor last week, Charles A. Morss re
presenting the Federal Reserve Bank IN H O U L T O N N
E S T IN G P R O G R A M S FOR
in Boston, many matters of vital inEACH DAY
terest to the people of this section

Extra Heats Before Decision

Commencing Tuesday, July
30, Ending August 3

Address By Major C. G. Pincombe

J

mies.

The man who is not prepared to
sacrifice a great deal to preserve for
hit family, and posterity the priceless
heritage of freedom handed down to
him. as the result of the poured-out
blood and treasure of his forefathers
— Is absolutely unworthy to enjoy
them.
Advhnced education, with the ad
vance o f the sciences and arts, to
gether with the great facilities for
travel have broadened men’s minds
and-Increased their powers for observ
ing, thinking, and working. Science
has be^n diverted into channels for
the prouuction of marvelous weapons,
appliances, and high explosives for
the destruction of life and property
in warfare, to which facts the appalIng scenes of desolation on stricken
countries in Europe bear ample wit
ness.

HOULTON. July 12-T h e list of en
tries and nominations for the stake
races at the Houlton Agricultural So
ciety Fair. August 27, 28, 29 and 20, is
as follows:

more altruistic sentiments, with great- death
wWch has ,.au.;)M| seriolls
have the money to go on. What we
Sir Lain Rog (C. Dewitt' 1 3 3 4
er hope for humanity and with a lar convenience, expense and delay.
do we believe is for the best interests
Ruth
W. Cham. (Nelson) 4 2 2 2
ger outlook. You will realize then
Maj. Pincombe states that his plans Vanza Bm. (Ireland)
of the banks, and therefore of the
2 4 4 0
that some values cannot be measured for the future are uncertain. He has
country.”
Time—2.15, 2.12%, 2.U >4, 2.15%
in terms of dollars. A banker recent

2.25 TROT, P U R S E $400
Sam .McKinin-y, bg.. by Bingara, f\ H.
G. W . Reed, Fort Fairfield.
Kalium, brn.. bv Kavoli, 1>. H. & c;,
M . Reed, Fort Fairfield.
j Bavins, bg.. by Bingara,
R. H.
Edwards, H; lifa:x, X. s.
| Merlyn, bin. bv San Francisco, ( ; w .
I iadndder Jr. . Rockland.
| * >ld GIo- y* i•g-. by Bingara, l>e\V’ i11 &
Higgins, I ’rest pm Isle i entered bv J. A.
11'e\Vit (.)
! Kilwa, 2rul, bg. . by Bingara. P. I >oh1erty, Sydn e y, G. B., (nom. bought Of J
W. Me Mu nem<> n.)
Rosetta McKinney, bm., by McKinney,
Eldon B. Taylor, 1’resque Isle.
Bradford Man, by The Northern Man,
G. M.
Golbath,
Presque
Isle.,
(nom.
bought of J. <\ Feeley.)

Kentucky Jean,

bm.

by

Kentucky

Todd, ,J. W. Gallagher, Woodstock. N. B.
Prince < onstance,
bs.
by
Oakland
Baron, H. W.
Kasler.
Easton,
(nom.
bought of A. J. Saunders.)
Eleanor
Watts,
bm.,
by
General
Watts, O'. M. Hoyt, I'resque Isle.
Bnmios, bs., by Bingara, B. I ». Tingley
and ] ’. If. Reed. Houlton.
Splan, brg., E. E. Fuller, Newport. Vt.,
'm*m. bought of A. J. Saunders.)
2.20 T R O T A N D P A C E S T A K E , P U R S E
$400
Alice Homeland, bm., by
Homeland,
R- D R....1 and G. W. Re.-d, Ft. Fairfield
Arum Todd, Jr., big., by Arion Todd,
I’. H.
(J. W. Reed, Fort Fairfield.
Brage, bs. by Baring. R H. Edwards,
Halifax, N. S.
Geo.
Braden, bg.. by Brown
Braden,
Geo.
w. Baehelder. Jr., Rockland.
Peggie Hal. Imi., by Walter Hal. I >eWitt iv Higgins, I'resque Isle, (entered
by J. A. I' eWitt.)
Lady Belmar. bm.. by Belmar. J. W.
Gallagher, Woodstock, X. B.
Eearl Milton, chm.. by Jersey Milton,
Higgins it <'rouse, i'resque
Isl«
fentered by J. A. HeWitt.)
Wendell S. ehg., by Bi’omson,
J.
B.
Williams, Fort Fairfield.
( tide Lew. clim.. by Wapanee, Perry
Nelson, I ’resque Isle, (nom. bought of
A. J. Saunders.)
Try fast, bs.,
by
Trarmifast,
W. B.
Lint, Fredericton, N. B.
Lady Farr, cbm., by
( barley
Hoyt,
Jerry Smith. <\aribou.
•Irving Hartt, clis., by Great
Hartt,
J. W. Gallagher, Woodstock, N. B.
Maliel Kay, 1dm., by Ess Kay, E W.
McBurnie. Presque Isle.
Major I
),ls.
by Coas-man. E.
W.
McBurnie, I'resque Isle.
Kenneth K., bg..
by Rohinaud, I. B.
Kelley, Caribou.
Legal Guy, bg.. by Axworthv.
A. M.
Lombard, I'resque Isle, (entered by E.
W. McBurnie. )
CcPi.dnut. bg.. by Columbo.
Mur r ay
Hughes, Caribou, omm. bought of A. J.
Saunders.
Todd Griffith, grg.. by Toddles, T. M.
Ho.vr. I ’resque Isle, ( bought
of
I>.
D.
Tingles'. )
T o d d n i o i ' e , bg., by T oddmaek, J. G. Lalook,
^'ohurn. M a s s . , ( n o m .
bought of

been invited to address several meet
ly said, “ I would rather write my ings in the United States on behalf of
2.20 TROT ANT) PACE
cheek for $100 every year, thai lose the Red Cross Society, and hopes to
$250.
our annual Chautauqua.”
|take a trip west, as he he has had no I Miss Agness, by Nutwood Wilkes.
The Chautauqua rosls a little more leave sfm-e Jolnlns up in Julie. ]9;5
Jr., (Ireland)
1 1
in personal effort than the wandering j Maj r>lm.omhp has ,)Pen )n miIitary I Peggie Hal, bm, <Z. Dewitt )
2 2
2
2
show, hut it it brings new impetus to , servi(.e th!r(y.fonr v,,ars. He has three ^Lucky Strike, sorg.(Fu'der)
your war-work or if one hoy or Kiri
three llrothprs on „ v„ seas :Toddmore, bg. (Larlock
4 4
in your community gets the vision of service. He himself has received no i Time—2.2214, 2.21%, 2.21%.
a bigger life, you will agree with us less than six decorations.
j
2.20 TROT AND PACE
that your efforts have been justified.
$25o.
The program in general is showp
HOULTON MILL MAN RETIRES on page (5 of this issue, and the pro HOULTON GIRLS COME TO Bravas, brg.. by Bingara, (Gerj ow)
2 1 2
AFTER 33 YEARS ACTIVE gram in detail may lie obtained at the FRONT TO FILL THE GAP |Grey Bobbie, gg.. (Ireland) 1 2 1
TIMES office.
i Belmont Miller, bg., (Boutilier)
SERVICE
DUE TO SHORTAGE OF
T H E P O S IT IO N SER IO US
Among the many attractions will
j
2 4 2
Mr.
I.
H.
Davis,
Pres,
of
the
I.
H.
The position in Europe this year Is
MAN POWER
be
Wrvin
Yosc.)
iTrytast,
bs.,
(Lint)
2
4 2
Davis
Co.,
last
week
laid
down
the
serious, and humanly speaking we
The shortage of man power due to
Lucky Strikt*. s<uv.. by Island Wilkes,
The
Famous
Kilties
Band
| Time 2.ls%, 2.!(!%.. no time, 2.
cannot reasonably expect peace until burden of active work when he sold j
E. Eullt-r, Nfuqii q-r, Vt., (nom. bought
this famous the various war activities is beginning 2.Id l\
1920. Therefore It Is up to every organ- his business to Gabriel Bros., of Fort J The engagement of
A. E. ....... .
to
be
felt
in
Houlton,
as
up
to
the
and woman, under the various organ
Scotch band, the most popular band
| Lady Carabou started.
•Time all*iwanct- ■-1ai m*■<1.
Izatlons to bravely face the situation, Fairfield who will continue the busi in Canada, and the most unique and pR'sent time more than 2r*N of Tloulget their backs to the wall, and sac ness so firtnly established for over a [ spectacular band in the world, is an ,(,ns young manhood have been ea led Saturday’s Rain Stops Racing.. .Judges 2.16 T R O T A N D P A C E S T A K E , P U R S E
$400
rifice by economy in food, drink, cloth quarter of a century.
Allot Money as Horses Finished,
•< !a rr y A ,
bg..
by
\mbqIator.
A
to take up arms in the diftViont
ing and house in evejy way possible,
Mr. Davis came to Houlton 22 yrs. (nent ^10 management looks forward
Nas* >n. M* •lit ife 11*..
When
Rain
Stops
Racing
branches
of
the
service.
with
pros
in order to assist the government of
to with great pride, and one that
*J imn !y HiekiA bg
l.y .loe Kirk. HanProgram Friday
the day to successfully grapple with ago and for 8 years carried on a suc- Chautauqua patrons will
remember pects of an equally large number to
s**n iV- 1'e Witt, I ’re sq: le 1:sle.
cessful contracting business, seeing
the problems of the times.
follow as the demand requires.
After Blanche II.. owned bv Merle
•Tillie■ '1’ipton , inm.. by
Ozone.
I le the need of an up-to-date Wood Work with pleasure for years to come.
Witt iV I iigginis. 1Te SqU.
Isle,
(nom.
The
fact
is
being
driven
home
forei'
Hoyt
of
Presque
Isle,
had
taken
two
O R G A N IZ A T IO N OF R ED CROSS
The Kilties Band has a notable reing Mill he fitted up the old Keaton
l)i eight of J. A . 1'e w itt.)
’ S O C IE T Y
cord of travel and musical achieve- j 1)1>' as
evidenced by the large mini-j heats of the 2.12 class in the record
ban J'a iiif, bs., b
Fra itk Be Sure. A.
Mill on North St., and for 10 years he
But, thank God, the advance scien
ment. In 1904 they had the distin- ,l)er 01 .v<)” Rg women who are taking track time of 2.ll3i in each heat; Nason. M* mt ice llo. ( n**m. bought of J.
carried
on
business
there.
ces have also been brought to bear
; Zom Q. two heats in the 2.10 class in \Y. Call ag her.)
15 years ago having an opportunity guished honor of playing twice before I11!1 work formerly done hy men.
with ever increasing efficiency to suc
J ennit • 1'risi-i >, bin.. by San Francisco.
King
Edward
VII,
hy
royal
command
I
In
Houlton,
especially
in
certain
j
2.12v4 and 2.12P, ; and Walter Brooks
cor the sick and wounded in war, and to purchase the fine plant on the
B. I'olle rt \'. SobIney, G . B.,, (nom. bought
--the
first
time
at
Balmoral
Castle,
!
lmos
of
business,
young
women
are
one
heat
in
the
2.18
in
2.14%,
rain
other national calamities.
<'f A. E. M<xi -s.)
Cressy brook he did so, and adding
In 1864, the Red Cross Society was
and the second at Sandringham. A s ! a('Hvoly employed and starting in at caused the postponement of the fastZ"tn Q.,
by Pan Q., Har r y Nevers,
new
machinery
,he
made
it
one
of
the
organized in Geneva, Switzerland for
a mark of his appreciation, they re- ' upper Main St., the following changes'est and best racing ever seen outside ITfSqUe Isle (nom. bought of A. J.
best
mills
of
its
kind
in
this
section
the care of sick and wounded in war
have been noticed in charge of the . of a grand circuit in New England. It Saunders. )
— over 40 nations took part in the and has always done a large business ceived from the King the Victorian
H'unei- Baughman, bs,, by
(.land mtta
'was grand racing, the favorites in the
deliberation and afterwards signed due in a large measure to prompt Medal and a diamond studded baton. soda counters.
Wilkes. Jerry Smith, ( ’aribmi.
At the Broadway Pharmacy, Miss 2.12 and 2.Hi failing to come through
the agreement (among them Germany)
On August 7th, 1910. they returned to
B*ib
Waller,
t , by
( ’. rattan
MeBy this convention all sick and wound service and honorable business meth
Hazel
Porter.
in either of the first two heats. Roy- Gre^.ir, G. M. <’*ilbath, I ’resque Isle,
America, having finished a world tour
ods.
ed, everywhere, were considered neu
The Broadway. Miss Anna Langhan. *al McKenney was close to Blanche in (in.m. bought ef F, N. Vosc.)
tral, and protected by the Red Geneva
Mr. Davis retires from active work covering two years and three months,
Baby Poll, bm. by Sterling S.. G. M.
two heats, forcing Willard to Polbatll.
in which time they visited twenty!
I-’. French A- Sons, ML ; Mar-jthe
Cross, on a white ground.
I ’resque IPe. (nom. bought of
'
|
to enjoy a well-earned rest and will
bring out every ounce of speed ; B. P. Tingley.)
I at6r
its beneficent
advantages
countries and spent one hundred and Fuerite Astle.
devote
his
leisure
time
in
looking
af
were enlarged to cover, not only
by
Dan S. Jr., I Estelle T>*dd. t
Todd. T.
ten days at sea, traveling eighty-six! Hathewav Drug Store. ML Mabel Blanche H. possessed.
casualties in war, but also, those ter his several parcels of town pro
11'•!I1. b*.light of
|who holds the track record. 2.121.j,. JI b >\ t , I ’ t' e. - q i ■ bthousand
miles
and
penetrating
to
1
hompson.
afflicted by fire, flood pestilence, or perty.
i r Tingley. )
many remote corners of the earth. 1 Leighton A- Feeley, Miss Marion, was the favorite in this class, hut j •Andy X J.. b
earthquake.
Bellman. T. XL
rami' in 4 and 2 .
| Ibyvt,
I’resque 1>
During that time they visited France, i Tuber.
1 T H E H O M E SE R V IC E DEPT.
HOULTON MAN ELECTED
Bangor, the favorite in the 2.18.' •Time a!l"\vatic claimed.
England. Ireland, Scotland. Wales.! Dalnier's Kandy Kitchen. Mi •ms ffel
Today it has again
broadened to
nu
t his Waterloo in tin firs t h e a t O ' ' , 2 '13 T R O T A N D P A C E S T A K E P U R S E
_ DIRECTOR OF B. & A. Italy, Australia. New Zealand, India, !l>n Hanev and Opal Peabody.
meet new conditions brought about by
$400
eloselv
Edith
the
2.1s.
Walter Brook
J.
E.
Robinson
A
:
Son,
Mis
the w ar so that we are now advocat
At a meeting of the stockholders of Sicily, Ceylon, Hawaii, Spain, Mexico
\V* I*ulrlitY*'
Kinir. I t s ..
by
Ashland
pushed by Hayward Wilke
Colson and Grace Can’.
ing the claims of the “Home Service the B. & A. R. R. held in Bangor last and Egypt.
winning j xViJk,.s Jr Hans*.n x n.-Witt, Ftvsque
Claims,” of this splendid organization.
Isle.
Katli- the only heat run off in this class.
J. A. Millar & Son, Mist
Fisher Shipp Concert Co.
This department will take care of Thursday, Ora Gilpatrick of this town
1b *y Volo, i•1>s ., l.y X i ty
W B.
Zom
Q.,
after
loafing
for
three
erino
Nason
and
Mildred
Hagerman.
A better selection could not have
a man’s wife, or other dependents, was elected a director of the B. & A.
L int. Fr.'(bTietqii. X. B.
quarters
of
a
mile
in
the
first
heat
of
when he is called out for service R. R. *
Illtfl* isbet*. Jr., by., by Inglosbot J. A.
been made for the opening number of
th*’ 2.1(1, shot hy Jennie Frisco, like 1b'Witt. I Tcsquc Islo.
which ensures their being looked af
The vacancy which Mr. Gilpatrick the Chautauqua than the Fisher Shipp
CHILD
WELFARE
WEEK
ter financially, and socially while he
Bob Mao. b y .. by <'oinnnxlor
Led van!.
an express train, winning the heat.
filled was made by the resignation of Concert Company, one of the best
“ Child Welfare" week in Houlton
is away.
Simps*,n Bros., Amhorst, X. S.
Harry
Nevers
has
a
fast
one
in
Zom
Therefore a man going to the front Mr. Todd, who on acount of his con known and most popular companies in will he held Aug. 4 to 10 inclusive.
Koval MoKinnoy. bs , by
M.'Kinney,
Q., and his performance indicates that W. \V. Molhirnio. Br.-sqm- Islo.
has no heart pang that his wife, or nection with the Federal control of the Chautauqua world. This is the
The High School building will he
others, are likely to be thrown on the the railroads could not hold an office. twelfth season in which Miss Shipp thoroughly fumigated and made safe lie can beat anything on the Aroos
I *an S . Jr., bh . by ban
S.. .lorry
Smith, ( ’aribom
human scrap heap because he is out
In the election of Mr. Gilpatrick and her company have been giving for babies and everyone. The board of took circuit.
on his country’s service. This is a
Ruth W., ohm., by Nutwood
Wilkes,
Summarv of Friday's races:
Jorrv Smith, i ’arib*>u.
great relief— for if a man is worried the stockholders could not have made successful concerts. In that length of health and physicians assure that the
respecting home ties while away his a better selection for Mr. Gilpatrick time they have appeared in nearly Jdanger from smallpox will, he prae<\v l ’aul, obs., by Iian Q. G,
M. Col•
2.12 TROT AND RAGE
strength and courage are both
im is a man of large experience in busi every state in the union including tit-ally over hy that time, as it is getbath. l ’rosqtio Islo. (nom. bought uf J.
( Unfinished >
paired, and efficiency is lost where
W. Gallagher.)
ness as a banker, farmer and manu four tours from coast to coast. They ting well under control now.
Purse. $25u.
otherwise lt is increased, and
the
Kleet. grg..
by Lavak, E. E.
Fuller,
facturer, a man of
keen
intellect, have traveled over (ioo.OtM) miles and I Governor Milliken expects
to lie Blanche M. bm (Willard)
best results accrue.
Newport, Vt.,
(nom. bought
of A.
J.
Saunders.)
conservative and most excellent ju d have given over 4,000 concerts hun- here Sunday evening, Aug. 4, to speak ( Royal McKenney gg (Stewart
P R E V E N T IV E M E A S U R E S
Blanche H , Inn., by <’om. Bingen. T.
gement, and his advice and council in dreds of these being return engage-jin Monument Park. Dr. Bristol, will |Roy Volo, chs
Lint)
The advance In knowledge respect
M. Hoyt, I’resque Islo.
lecture Monday evening.
The big Dan S., Jr., bs. (Nelson)
ing the manipulation of drugs, and matters pertaining to the business af ments.
last of Entries "t Mi d- Summer ('’los
Miss Shipp, the head of the company children's parade will take place Mon- Kleet, grg. (Fuller)
ifiodern surgery has had a marvelous fairs of the Bangor and Aroostook
ing ( ’kisses, Houlton
Agricultural
So
result in prevention of disease, and railroad will be very valuable to that is famous for her charac ter readings , day at 2 P. M.
ciety Fair. Houlton, Maine, August 27,
Time..2.11%. 2.11%.
the healing of wounds.
2S, L”.t and 3"th, ISIS.
corporation.
and songs. Her voice is a lyric sopA splendid program will be carried
2.Ik TROT AND PACE
2.30 T R O T A N D P A C E , P U R S E $300.00
Men are now Inoculated as a pre
rano of remarkable range and flexi- out through the week,
Jim Tranhy, bh. by Will Tranby, W.
ventive against typhus, dysentery and
t Unfinished)
bility. Mr. Loar has an international J Weighing and measuring of childM. Tompkins, I’resque Isle.
other evils, and rheumaticis is re RECONSIDERS HIS
Purse, $250.
Miss Agnes, bm., by Nutwood Wilkes,
duced to a minimum.
reputation as a mandolinist, and also ren mornings. Fuller account of pro Zom
1 1 llanson & DeWitt, I’resque Isle.
(Nevers)
Then the sanitary arrangements are
RESIGNATION makes use of an instrument known as j gram in next week s paper,
Jennie Frisco, bm. (Boutillier)
Lady Grey, bin., by Alfotidley, James
well nigh perfect— arrangements are
At a meeting of the members of
the mandoviola, a ten string tenor
-----------------Grey, Monticello.
now made for men to have baths,
Jimmy Hicks, bg. (<’ . DeWitt
Dr. and Mrs. T. J. Fitzmaurice of
Lewiston are in town for a week and
are receiving a glad hand from their
many friends.
Mrs. Evelyn Potter who has been
spending several months
with
her
husband, Lieut. John K. Potter of the
U. S. Medical Corps at Augusta, Ga.,
arrived home Monday.

the Congregational church held last
changes of clean linen, and clothes
week
at which Rev. T. P. Williams,
disinfected, on a scale never consider
ed possible until the past three years. the pastor was present and the mat
ter of his resignation was taken up.
B R A V E R Y O F *S T R E T C H E R
Upon hearing the opinions and
BEARERS
views of those present Mr. William s
The way In which the wounded are
promptly picked up on the field by the decided to continue as pastor and he
brave stretcher bearers Is worthy of will return In September to -resume
praise. I have seen these bearers his pastorate much to the gratifica
following up the first line, picking up
and caring for a man, then hurrying tion of not only the members of his
off to the advanced dressing station congregation but to the citizens of
where he was soon made as comfort Houlton who regard both Mr. and
able as possible, then sent by motor Mrs. William s most highly in this
ambulance to a hospital.
The manner in which the heroic community where they have lived for
doctors and the no less heroic nurses the past 11 years.
work continually Is touching In the ex
------1—
.....
treme, the promptness, efficiency, and
W . J. Griffin of the Berry & Benn
syhupathy shown to each of the thou
auto concern, returned Thursday from
sand* of cases brought in results in
Auhurii, Me., where he went to drive
Continued on page 4
home a car.

J

instrument of the mandolin family
made especially to his order. Miss
Swarthout with her beautiful contral
to voice and Miss Major, violinist,
complete a most versatile company.
Features of the afternoon program
will he patriotic music and songs, a
burlesque on Grand Opera and the
“Movies,” a group of 18th Century
songs in costume, and a
mandolin
story entitled “John Henry's Adven
ture” in which the strings do the
talking— so the story can be under
stood.

E. G. BRYSON W ILL RUN FOR
SHERIFF

Elmer G. Bryson ex-sheriff of Aroos
took County has secured the requir
ed number of signatures so that his
name, will appear on the September
ballot as an Independent candidate
for Sheriff of Aroostook County.
His name will appear on each bal
lot and he has received assurances
from a large number of his acquain
tances in the Republican and Demo
cratic parties, that they would glad
The evening program will he given ly support him for this office.

over to the Music of Our Allies and a
cycle of National Reminiscences
in
costume by Miss Shipp.
Continued on page 4

(tenoral Todd , bg., bv T edd, R. 11 1 eed
4
rt). ! A Son, F t. Fa rfield.
H.
by B ertinin. R.
Grey G host. gg-.
Reed iY Stoll, I-’t. Fa rfield , Me.
Reggie Hal., inn. W W alter Hal. De2.18 TROT AND PACE
Witt X- I Iiggin s. Rr. sque Lie.
( Unfinished)
Hal. M. L.
Walter Bn.ol c. by Walt er
Grouse, 1 resqu > isle
Purse, $250
Maggie D. g- tn. b>• Dr. Douglas. Ji rry
1
Walter Brooks, bg. (L. DeWitt)
Smith, 1 irihou
o
L
Hayward Wilkes, bg. (Nevers)
Belmont Mill *r, lie , by Aquiri, R. H.
Brage, bs. (Boutillier)
Ed wards, Halif ix. N. s.
Kentu ky
bill.. by
4
Kent m l y
J. ■an,
Peter Pan, bg. (Ireland)
5 Todd. J. W. Ga Hugh*. r. W >odstock, N. B.
Bangor, bs. (Tingley)
Belmar, J. W.
Lady B elmar bm. by
Time—2.14%.
<Jallagher, WoO Istock . N. B.
'iiKilwa. Lid., bm., .y. B ngara. R.
The Houlton Water Co., have re liertv. Sydney, G. B.
R. II. E d Vavius, bm., by Bi ngara,
moved from many of the main streetss

Garry A, bg. (Nason)
Tillie Tipton (R. DeWitt)
Time—2.12.%, 2.12%.

the unsightly poles on which the wards, Halifax, N. S.
The following Class did not fill and is
strung, hereby declared off:
Miss Mabel Megguire, of Philadel Merritt system wires were
T W O Y E A R OLD TRO T
phia, is the guest of her sister, Mrs. which improves very much the at
Glass Races will be announced later.
tractiveness of the town.
F. O. Orcutt for the summer.
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thoueht that the In- serve at the will of the trusted gendlans could be used as laborers, hut I t ' eralissimo. The British and French
is found that many of these are je t in are calling up all their remaining men
We have
HOULTON TIMES
a primitive state of civilization and from IS years of age to 55.
ALL T H E HOME NEWS
not qualified for service along modern no cause to imitate, but much cause
to hasten the completion of an army
Published every Wednesday Morning lines. Naturally, the labor problem
commensurate alike with our task and
I
will
be
more
or
less
acute,
for
un
by the T in es Publishing Co.
numbered ranches in the West have our resources. The European forces
C H A 3 . H. FOGG, Pres. & Mgr.
|lost men by the draft and through en- of freedom look to the United States
j listment, while many others have gone as the reservoir of man-power from
Subscription in U. S. $1.50 per year
j into lines of employment which have which the stream of strength must
advance, $200 in arrears; in Cana
! offered alluring wages. But it is How to carry democracy to victory
da $2.00 in advance, $2.50 in arrears.
{hoped to work out the labor question and the world to peace.
Single copies five cents.
so that the plan may lie developed
No Subscription cancelled until all
T H E N E W R E V E N U E B IL L
|along the gigantic lines outlined. La
arrearages are paid
bor is the big stumbling block now.
This country i> now moving on a
to
Advertising rates based upon c irc u la - ' and will be at harvesting time. As $2 -1 ,one,min.ooo basis. It cannot
lave Libert v loan drives
tion and very reasonable.
I proposed between ir>o.oon and
ad vantagi
___________________________________ — 'acres of land will In' cultivated to oftener than twice a year, particuEntered at the post office at Houlten ! vheat amj it- successful it will yield larly if it is to raise as much as
for circulation at second-class
I
ainount that will add materially to Us,ooo,non,omi at a time . This is the
postal rates.
j the wheat supply of the Nation and sum which the administration contem
of the Allies.
plates asking for in the autumn, or

Established April 13, I860

tl» “ Az«'es from .Newfoundland,
That transatlantic flight is a certain
G of t,le next
months, no reasonable person doubts.

the arrests for ntoxieation (luring the
calendar year of 1917 were reduced
to 15«)2. while during the 12 months
ended May 31. ISIS, the total was re
duced to 1122, a decrease, as conipar Make Life Hard to Bear for Many
cd with 191t;. of 77 per cent. The sherHoulton Women
iit did not make these arrests. What
In* did was to see that the law pro
loo many women mistake their
hibiting the importation of intoxi
paiim and a< hes tor troubles peculiar
cants into tin' county was enforced.
to the sex. More often disordered
Uith the restriction of the stile of kidneys are causing the
aching back,
hdunr in Fumiterhind County, intoxi dizz> spells, headaches
‘s and irregular
cation deere.a,-isi and the total of ar urination. Kidney
weakness 1>eeo me s
rests lor intoxication was lowered, as dangerous if
neglected. Use a timecoma red with 1PIk 77 per rent.
tried kidney lemedy Doan's Kidney
What could more t P arly establish Fills. Hosts
Of pe )ple testify to their
Km lact that it m net the prohibition merit.
Read a Houlton ease:
law which faiK to pm an end to till
Mrs. Margaret Colton. 122 Military
inloxieat ion and to all am-us for in
toxication, blit ill c<;|||pe te l l ee (||- nil- j St . says: "I was suffering from weak
faithfulness in its enforcement? The' and disordered kidneys for some time.
apologists for liquor still insist, here |My back was weak and when I lifted
and there, that "prohibition does not j anything, sharp, shooting pains dartprohibit," and that it really should not I ' d through it. Some days I could
be ep'dited with the reduction in the 1hardly get through with my work. The
number of arnsts for disorderlim-ss *" Knn ot my kidm*ys was irregular

MYSTERIOUS PAINS
AND ACHES

British authorities have expressed
th(' belief that it will soon be possi
ble to go from London to Paris and
return in one day, or from London
to Bagdad in a day and a half: to
New York in two days, and to Ceylon
in two and three-quarters days. Air
routes to India, with air currents and
possible landing stages are even now
being mapped.
Every obstacle of nature has l>“ en
overcome by the airman deserts, seas
and mountains. The attainment of an
altitude of four miles is now almost
commonplace, and the Alps have been
conquered on numerous occasions.
Admiral i’eary advises us not to
wait supinely for peace to be de
clared before we make our prepara
tions and our experiments for th< ak'“
Le«|il Newspaper Decisions
nearly double the amount which it
of the airplane. The establishment
1 . —Any person who takes a paper re
i
T H E E A G L E B O A TS
raised in the spring. Shall you. Mr. of recent aerial mail routes and other
gularly from the Post O f f i c e — whether i
They are about to launch the first Average Reader, be so situated as to activities in this Countries indicate
directed to his address or another, or
and 1 also sintered from dizzy head
■whether he has subscribed or not, Is of the Eagle boats, the unique sub subscribe
for double the amount that his views are now shared in of- and other offenses chargeable to!
drunkenne ss. Yet ben' is the Cum ; aches. I began using Doan's Kidney
responsible for the pay.
marine-chasing craft of a standard which you did then? And shall you (ieial headquarters.
2. —If any person orders his paper dis
herlnnd County exhibit, backed by sim- j Fills and was soon relieved. I still
continued, he roust pay all arrearges or ized type of which Henry Ford has be abb* to come again with a similar
ilur
reports from till parts of the conn- j take them occasionally as a prevent
the publisher may continue to send It promised to have 2<>o float before the subscription in the spring? And shall P R O H I B I T I O N P R O M O T E S O R D ER
try
where
anti-liquor laws are honest-1ative and they keep my kidneys nor
until payment Is made and collect the end of the year. Do not make the you he able to do tbs in the face of
ion - ly enforced to confront and confuse; mal."
Recent st riet art's upon com
whole amount, whether It is taken from mistake of thinking that the Eagle paying a schedule of taxes which will
drawn
from
figures
relating
to
ar sicdi per.-ons,
I Friee due, at all dealers. Don't
the office or not.
yield $S.him(,(hhH mhi a year? For that
3 . —The Courts have decided that reboats are to be maritime flivvers. The
rests in New Hampshire, before and
There is Imt one moi y told, thmugh- simply ask for a kidney remedy—get
is
the
quest
oil
which
the
ways
and
fusing to take newspapers and periodi Germans, who have doubtless heard
after the enforcement of prohibitory out the Nation in this rvspoct. Con Doan's Kidney Fills—the same that
cals from the post office, or removing and more about them than most of us have, means committee have set out. do
leaving them uncalled for, Is prima facia are not failing to take them serious aid them Mr. MeAdoo submits a list liquor laws, have been dealt with. It dunsed ami ery.-t a ii/.iM. this is to the Mrs. Colton had. Foster-Milburn Co,
has been shown conclusively that, in effect that prohibition is one of tlie Mt'grs., Buffalo. N. Y.
evidence of fraud.
If you want to stop your paper, write ly. They are not little craft, to begin of taxes.
proportion as the stile of liquor is in most effective agents for the iniWe saw no article in the schedule
to the publisher yourself, and don’t leave with. They are more than 200 feet
terdicted. the duties of constmbit's, po provement of moral now within tic
It to the post-master.
long—in fact, they are destroyers with on which the manufacturer or ven
licemen and sheriffs are lightened and reach of the Nation and its staff's and HOULTON PEOPLE SHOULD
out torpedo tubes. They an1 flat bot dor thereof, or the person who buys
the population of correctional and pe- eommunitit
For Advertising Rates apply to the PresEAT PIE DAILY
tomed, square at the stern, sharp as a it, would welcome such a tax as Mr.
Ident and Manager
mil institutions is decreased. New
Fie is wholesome, combining both
razor at the bow and draw only eight MeAdoo recommends. Neither the
Hampshire is no exception to this
fruit and grain. Those who have
feet of water. They are departures housekeeper nor her domestic ser
rub', Massachusetts affords an even
w h ites!
.
I
trouble
digesting pie should take ONE
T H E BIG C RO PS
vants
will
enjoy
a
tax.
according
to
from the accepted cannons and tenets
more striking example of the moral
GOLDEN!
SPOONFUL
simple buckthorn bark,
of
naval
architecture,
hut
the
model
i
their
number,
running
from
W
to
Km
Present crop prospects,
particu
influence of a saloon-closing policy.
TONIC
!
glycerine,
etc.,
as mixed in Adler-i-ka.
larly of corn and wheat, are as good stood every test and no one doubts per cent, of their wages. It is, how-j1
J P*frtPARAT-OnfO* ,
And noma since New England states
This flushes the ENTIRE bowel tract,
as a battle w’on. We rarely realize that they will deliver the goods in the ever, easy to see what Mr. MeAdoo is :
are under discussion, it is inteiesting
removes foul matter which poisoned
aiming at. He believes that such aj
our dependence, in time of peace, on war zone.
to glance at Maine.
your
stomach for months and relieves
big harvests. Our boom periods folThey are an improvement in speed, draconic code would accomplish two :
For more than a generation, the op
ANY
CASE sour stomach, gas or con
low’ the big harvests and our spells power and seaworthiness over the purposes; it would raise revenue and
Wit: XtitOIldAJI
ponent of restrictive liquor legisla
stipation and prevents appendicitis.
of depression usually run hack into smaller "chasers” that have figured so it would divert man-power from indi- J
tion, who desired to clinch his argu
Leaves stomach in condition to digest
diminished returns from the land, prominently in the fight against the vidual uses to those of the govern-j
ment
wound
up
by
saying,
"Just
look
W
H
I
T
E
’S
^
ANYTHING. O. F. French & Son.
And, curiously enough, corn is more submarine menace. The remarkable ment. Take gasoline as an example. !
(UtMiifiru t, fa.
at
Maine!"
If
he
were
honest
in
the
For
some
months
public
authorities
(
Important to us than even wheat, be thing is the speed with which the great
opinion that the Maine prohibition
cause basic to all the meat-raising plant to build them in has been put have been giving out hints to the ef- ;
law was a proper subject of derision
Industries; and we must send beef up and put in operation in Detroit feet that we ought to use a little more
and
contempt, and as likely as no* Stands between your horse and the
and bacon abroad quite as much as since the plan was first talked over sparingly. The 10 cents a gallon tax
this
was
the cast', he was but one of ailments that sap his strength and re
flour. The corn crop promises to be last winter. That plant is so vast that which Mr. MeAdoo proposes would
sistance to disease. This liquid non><•
11'■•i
i tens of thousands deceived with regard freezing tonic purifies the blood, stimu
the largest in our history and the 24 of these 200-foot ships are being give that hint real vitality.
to
the
matter.
The
liquor
infereUs
lates
the
organs
of
assimilation
and
put
together
under
its
roof
at
once
—
There
is
a
curious
interrelation
of
wheat crop distanced only once or
•i
and it takes a minute to walk from taxes and loans. When the new of tht' Country had long mad"' it their digestion and keeps the horse always fit
twice.
business to do everything in their for work.
This does not mean that we shall one of them . to another at that! schedule of income and excess prof- j
jiower
to bring the Maine law. ob Use White’s Golden Tonic for horses suf
have cheap food, because the diver “ Put together" is just the term to use its taxes becomes known, rich men j
tained
after a mighty struggle by fering with Loss of Appetite, Indigestion,
sion to the other side will have to be by the way, for standardized steel and successful corporations will have
Yellow Water, Swelled Legs and Dis
Neal Dow and his spporters into dis
so heavy. And It takes a great deal sheets are delivered at the back of the to accumulate whatever money they,
temper. An unfailing preventive of dis
more food to supply a million Ameri- plant and the finished ships are can in anticipation of these levies. repute. They did this by promoting ease if used as directed.
Sold by d ru g g is ts a n d g e n e ra l sto re s a t
cans in France than the same million launched through the front
door, They will not be aide to buy so many i violations of the law at every oppor
60c p e r b o ttle , o r we w ill m ail fu ll size
Americans living at their homes. Jready for a voyage down the lake's, Liberty bonds as they did before. It i tunity. They conspired to have li
b o ttle p o stp a id on re c e ip t o f p rice.
M o n e y back if n o t satisfied.
There is more wastage in the process, ‘ through the Erie canal and across the is probable that the sources from ■quor shipped into the State. They con
spired
lo
leave
it
distributed
and
<
onKimball
Bros
& Co., lac.,
Enosbarf Falls, VL
which such taxes regularly come have ;
The meat element in the ration is 1Atlantic.
sinned.
They
planned
that
those
con
Where the windows frame
naturally much larger than it would
There is not a forging or a rolled already begun to dwindle, and that :
suming it should make spectacles ef
million dollar pictures of
be if these men were living beside keel, frame, floors, beams, angles and imposts on food and apparel will have
7C
IT
peaks, lakes and glaciers.
their own farms and gardens and j all—is pressed from sheet metal, cold to take their p ace. 'Phis will disar- ( t hem-ad • . To a great degree they
1J i l
industry inevitably. It will'j a-a omplishe ! their purpose of ecu
dairies. So we shall have a food ' by machinery that cuts every piece range
"In the Lake, ever chang
problem and a serious one, but one to an exact pattern, punches the riv- throw many wotkers in manufacturing vineing the nation that prohibition in
i r. e Pain.
ing. is Beauty herself, as
failed
only
immeasurably milder than though let holes and bends every part to its plants into government operations
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there had been anything approaching precise final shape. Building a ship and that is what Mr. MeAdoo also
a crop failure. Even moderate crops that way means mearly taking the wants.Fongress has hesitated to rai.-c
numbered parts and riveting them the draft age because of the danger
would have been a calamity.

fast. Mow that the great plant is
fairly started, the Eagle boats will be
T H R E E A M E R IC A N P R IN C IP L E S
America has advanced two princi turned out at the rate of one a day.
ples which have had an important I Henry Ford, with the experience of
bearing upon the politics of the world i making 4000 standardized automobiles
The first was the Declaration of Inde a day as his background, has organ
pendence, which pointed out the way ized this wonderful achievement. A
for liberty and equality to every na man like that is needed right on the
tion in the world. The second was the job more than in the United States
Monroe doctrine, set forth in 1823, Senate.
and declaring this continent to be for
R E S E R V O I R OF M A N - P O W E R
ever dedicated to democracy. Now
The phrase, a war of attrition,
the United States comes forward with
another principle, promulgated
by which was overworked for a time by
President Wilson and destined to be military writers, has gone out of
a s far reaching and even more influ fashion, but the fact which ii ex
ential in shaping the political destin pressed remains. To wear down and
ies of the world than either of the wear out, weaken and cripple, muti
other two. This principle, in sub late and finally annihilate the armies
stance, states that this war is to de of the enemy, are still the steps and
termine, for all time, whether autoc the object of the command on the
racy or democracy shall dominate the one side ad the other. We all think
world, and in the conflict America of ideals beyond the military opera
stands prepared to make any sacri tions, which are no more than de
fices which may be necessary for plorable means to ends but the busi
cleaning military autocracy from the ness of the generals is simply to de
stroy the opposing forces. And the
earth.
Here in America the importance of 'all-important question in regard to
this declaration is not fully appreci- j each force is, How long can it last?
ated. Unreservedly the President de- For, of course, the victory will be with
dared in his Mount Vernon speech' the one that lasts the longer. Imagthat there could be no thought of a |ine the process of attrition to continpeace which did not mean the de-jue until there was but one survivor
struction of military autocracy or its anq the victory would be his.
reduction to virtual impotence. This ] There has arisen a small school of
means, of course, that the Monroe doc-1 theorists who speak of the winning
trine, which made one hemisphere for- J0f the war by machine power. All
ever freed from autocracy, has been j will agree that airplanes, tanks, heavy
widened and extended to embrace the 1ordinance, machine guns and high ex
whole earth. In the support of this plosives must play a mighty part in
doctrine the United States has pledged deciding the issue. But without the
herself, her people and her wealth. ’ men to use them they would be inert.
There can be no compromise and no alKj futile. There is no getting away
half way decision, as the President from the fundamental truth that manhas said. The Wilson doctrine must power is the prime essential. And the
be accepted by the Central Powers if losses of man power in the sanguinthe world is to know peace or America ary struggle have already been so
must admit herself beaten to her knees heavy that we may be nearing a point
and powerless to accomplish her mis- at which the war might be appro;)ri
ately called the war of the reset '-s.
sion.
W H E A T R AISIN G PLAN
One of the plans to be adopted as a
means of giving a big stimulus to the
production of food, particularly for
the purpose of supplying the Allies, is
that of a corporation organized to undertake the cultivation of wheat on
unused arable land included In four
Indian reservations in Montana and
Wyoming. This work is undertaken
in co-operation with the Department
of the Interior and is capitalized at
$2,000,000. Some of the largest financlal Interests of New York are lendlng their aid, and connected with the
project are men of note in banking
and finance. The work is to be con
ducted along lines of scientific a g ri
culture and up-to-date business meth
ods.
The land will be devoted to the cultlvatlon of wheat on an enlarged
scale and the plan Is to Increase the
a rea as the labor and other facilities
m ake this possible and practicable,

has now become our duty to send
more, and still more, until they form
a strong American army, ready to do
their full share in battle line or re-
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nearly visible to the mortal
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V' u can perl the
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linirer
and
to industry of taking so many oper
c o i n !':-,-e and happy, w i t h
i .i :
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atives away from their customary
ot h and c o r n - i f e e as y o ur
should have
i -» ’ He wjilv saf<- w a v in
work, but. if Mr. MeAdoo can by bis
, h- 1“
t lie great hod v
taxes lessen the demand for what
ot Main" tek t Hut the
those men an1 making he will be play
was wUe and ju-t. ami
ing into tin' hands of the military.
to it I hrough evil :i ;
And we are at war and might as well
good
report.
Toda
t
hrough
adjust ourselves to its stern necessi
la
dion
of
seein.t
tlm
sat
i
ties. distressing as they are in their
immediate and personal appli< ations. nation i ■ the road to
t hrough tiie adoption of
method of dealing with the liquor evil
F U T U R E A IR P R O G R A M
and the state has even greater satis
Rear Admiral Peary has with great faction in the knowledge that the Neal
accurateness and foresight called the Dow law is being faithfully enforced
turn on a number of things pertaining at home, with results as welcome an 1
to the war, has warned us of events as profitable as any that New Hamp
that would surely come to pass and shire, or Massachusetts, or any other
It’s V, cnd3t-"uI to see “ G ets-lt" Peel rff
which we should have taken meas state in the union can report.
Corns
ures to meet. Now he believes that
For instance taking one county alone
V:
» , t j - n i t n corn or call u p .
It's 1
the young men of our aviation service as a sample and for illustration: In tlie sure way the way that never failfc
will after the war play important Cumberland County, in which the City Ii is tried and true used bv millions
every year. It always works. "(Jets-ItT
parts in the commercial, industrial of Portland is situated the total ar in i k >; ".POing and. ''igUrg a’ a corn fUn’i |
f using with barul.mos, salves or any
and scientific growth of that compar- rests for intoxication for the year 191*> thing
else entirely unnecessary.
tion. Evidently Admiral Peary does under what has been termed lax on'<Jets-It," the guaranteed, money-back
enrn-romover. the only sure way, costs
not believe that it will be possible for , f()rcement, were 4SS3; under the ad- but a (rifle at any drug store. M'f'd
& Co.. Chioago, HI.
us entirely to abandon our arms an<! ministration of a sheriff bent upon du- h>a F: 1 Lawrence
•; 1’oul‘on and recommended as
devote ourselves to breeding doves ing his duty to the best of his ability, •ke '
' best c >rn remedy by O. F. Hours
French & Son. Leighton & Fe-eley.
of peace and playing lawn tennis. On

th*1 contrary he thinks the airplane
will be in great demand for patrollice duty. Thousands of men and
thousands of plain's will be required
also, he thinks, for the mail service
of the future, for exploration ami for
the rapid transit of passengers and
freight.

An aerial mail service has already
been outlined tentatively in Europe
by both till' Entente Allies and the
enemy governments. France and Eng
land have had committees at work
for nearly 12 months on phi ns for
utilizing their air fleets and air per
sonnel after the war: Bavaria has
proposed tin aerial trallie service for
central Europe, and Frussia is said to
be perfecting arrangements for a
peace-time
Hamburg ■to-(’onst ant'inople mail tend passenger service.
How extensive will prove this nft On which side are they; or, in other er-the-war aviation service may be
words, on which side do they ;>re- surmised from the fait that already
ponderate, that of the democratic nu- airplanes have been perfected which
tions or that of the autocratic enomy? l are cajjable of carrying aloft 25 pas
Numerical superiority is becoming |sengers; other machines have devel
more and more important.
Gen. 1oped a speed ef 17c g;' !'- an hour,
Maurice seems to have been right in j while the record r on-Mop flight to
hinting that fhe armies of the allies date is 1,() <11 miles, only 191 miles
in France were outnumbered on March ! short of the longest water gap in the
21. when the Germans began the fierce America-to Europe air course, by way
thrust toward their present line, j
Forces from the Russian front had j

turned the scale. Then it was that
the calls from Paris and London to
Washfngton became so ''pressing that
our young soldiers were hurried over
by hundreds of thousands as reserves
that might be thrown into the fight, if
necessary, completing their training
by experience in battle. They have
been needed, and they have acted so
that America is proud of them. It

i i'

:art

When in need o f a purga
tive, do not resort to vio
lent cathartics, but take the
gentle, natural laxative—

Bccchdins
Pills

V |N t Sale of Any Medicine in th* World.
Sold ererjrwhero. In Boner, 10c., 25c.

CANADIAN
PACIFIC
ROCKIES
Alpine climbing with Swiss
guides - trails to Lakes in
the Clouds — metropolitan
cuisine.
Get to know Canada better
Communicate w ith
N. R. D e s B R IS A Y
District Passenger Agt.
St. John, N. B.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
DR

CASSIDY
Dentist

Office in Perks Bleck

8 to 12 and 1 to 5.. Evening*
and Sundays by Appointm ent
Tel. 308-1 . . .
H eultea, Maine

f

^

E F O R E

NEW DENTAL PARLORS

Breakfast
Tim best t ime to get, t ho full benefit of a laxnt ive or cat hart ie medicine
that, a Iso st i mu la! t he d igesf i ve organs, as t his one will <k
a t >-aspoonful a a hour bob>n< breakfast, and drink a glass
water at. the same time. The stomach is then cut ire! v
i !eansing act ion of 1’his good lmme remed v, the
cine \\ .1give ymi fin ■appet ite. Take a nut hi t <! >s" : * !
• mro v,:i’ r if y-c; fe.-J the Heed of gr'Sib r a ' a, . v
■::: ■a cons' 'gated condition of the 1i.w i ds, ]': ev: f ,
•v w ’ :h tcD money-saving riv-ed , j
' "id bv t lie L. F, Med'.cjne 1'■>., ! 1

KEEP

YOUR

SHOES

NEAT

Corner Pleasant Street and
Highland Ave.

DR. L. P. HUGHES
Hansford W. Shaw

Seth S. Thornton

SHAW & THORNTON
ATTORNEYS

Prompt attention to all business
Houlton,
Mains
Probate matters have Special
Attention

C. E. WILLIAMS, M D
O F F IC E

AT

R E S ID E N C E

129 Main St.

Houlton, Me.

Tel. 239-3
T E E T H F I L L E D W I T H O U T P A IN
BY T H E
NEW
A NA LG E SIC
M ETHO D, A B S O LU TE LY SAFE.

DR. F. 0. 0RCUTT
D E N T IS T

DR. J. F. PALMER
D E N T IS T
Office over French’s Drug Store
Office Hours: 8 A. M. to 5 P. M.
Others by appointment

Telephone 164-2

W H ITE

VIOLET RAY INSTITUTE

W h ite

WHITE

Dressing
FOR MENS. WOMENS AND CHILDRENS SHOES
Th, F r DAl.llEY

corporation ;..

1,1mi ted.

buffalo

n y

Specialists in the use of High
Frequency Electricity
Paralysis. Goitre, Neurasthenia, W o
manly Troubles. Sciatica, Rheuma
tism, Eczema, Diseases of the stom
ach, Kidneys and Bowels.
A special department where Massage,
hand, vibratory and electrical Is
given under the direction of a train
ed expert. Women attendants.
Consultation free.
Office hourrs: 9 a. rn. to 9 p. m.
Sunday 2 to 4 p. m.
Office hi Dunn Furniture Block
Telephone 80

i
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THE VICE OF LOAFING

Bureau of Navigation. Navy D cart-I
ment
Washington. 1). C. Care wi!! fa
“ We have known our share of
ton
'll
ft: re *urn safeiy the photograph
drunkards and dope fiends,” <• n
Economies of approximately 20 per
f
;
>-ia
; e:: l
wh n d • i. -d, together
losses the Saturday Evening Cost.
cent in shipping weight and 5U per
“ We have seen those who seem fairly with one of the copies made of it.
cent in shipping space have resulted
n ? M
< k k
hopeless shake off their vice and
from improved methods of packing
. .
x
very mmtoriua prerantioo forre*
A WOMAN’S SALUTE
emerge useful, honor-worthy men.
■taring natural color to gray or faded nair. for remor*
merchandise for overseas practiced by
ing dandruff and aa a nair drearing. la not a dye.
( Ca pi tola M'Collum)
According to our observation, how
Generous aaed bottles at all dealers, ready to naa
the Army Quartermaster Corps. This
when you get it. PHILO HAY CO. Newark, n ! j .
ever, a man once really sunk in the Oh, when the flag is passing by
is equivalent to about 2,500 tons space
vice of laziness seldom gets out—but I watch with animated eye,
per month.
remains the nearest to absolute zero j
men are cheering with salute,
For the shipping of clothing and
While I should stand then* calmly
in human character.”
equipage, including such items as
mute,
It comes with somewhat of a shock
blankets, barrack bags, towels, shel
They
move their hats with stately
ter tent halves, bedding, and other this view that laziness is worse than
pride
if
dry goods, in addition to wearing ap drink or dope; but when you think it
VAR SAVINGS STAMPS
But I in stillness must abide;
Ia iU I D BY THE
parel baling has been substituted for over, isn’t the Post right about it?
UNITED STATE*
And then I play a woman's part
GOVERNMENT
The drunkard or dope fiend may,
boxing, and the weight of the lumber
mm
AND
PLACE
MY
HAND
UPON
MY
7.00 gospel song service and sermon.
has been saved. The bait's average even while under the handicap of his
HEART.
OUR VICTORIES
8.00 Aftermeeting.
;’,<t by 15 by 15 inehes and weigh 90 harmful indulgence, accomplish a good
And when our anthem's sung or
Out of the confusion and dispatches
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week
pounds. They are bound with not less deal of useful work and make himself
played
from the western front, where another
prayer service.
than four cold rolled unannealed steel an asset to the community. The loaf
Mv
soul
with love and awe is swayed;
Friday at 7.30 choir rehearsal at frightful battle is raging, comes one bands.
S O L D I E R ’S C O U G H IS C U R E D
Burlap over waterproofed er is of no use to himself or anybody
Since*
always
at my country’s need
dear
note.
The
Allies
are
holding
l ’ri\ate Harold Hawiel, (!6th Regiment,
church.
heavy paper is used to cover the bales, else. He cumbers the earth. Tie is
From selfishness I should be freed,
Ft. Adams, R. I writes: ‘ 1 was troubled
the German offensive, and the Ameri
and there are two “ears” on either a parasite on society, no matter I bow my brad and humbly rise*
with a bad cough for three months. I
can soldier is living up to our most
First Presbyterian
whether he does his loafing as a dirty
ends of the bah' for handling.
tried Foley's Honey and Tar and felt
While lifting up my trusting eyes;
sanguine expectations concerning him.
Cor- High and Military Sts.
greatly relieved.
I recommend Foley's
Women are stevedores on the docks bum or an elegant clubman. And the And then 1 play a woman's part
It is too early to prophesy as to the
Honey arid Tar
and will
keep it on
Rev. A- M. Thompson, pastor.
in France. There is a law they shall vice, if long indulged, really does be
hand."
(Jives
relief from
hay
fever,
result of the battle now on, but some
Morning service at 10.30.
AND
PLACE
MY
HAND
UPON
MY
not be required to carry packages come incurable.
asthma and bronchial coughs.
things
are
clear.
The
Germans
did
S. S. at 11.45.
HEART.
weighing mo re than 70 pounds. BackTHE H A T H E W A Y DRUG COMPANY
This philosophizing is inspired by '
not succeed this time in taking the
Junior C. E. Society at 2.30 P. M.
ages shipped to the American Expe the laws passed against habitual id
Allies by surprise. The attack was
Senior C. E. Society at 6.30 P. M.
ditionary Foret's are standardized so lers in several states. They are re- j
Evening service last Sabbath of each made where it was expected, and
they shall not weigh more than To garded by some people who are not j
where the Allied armies were ready
month at 7.30.
rhich
'P°l,n^s
f ° r handling by out' woman car themselves in the proscribed (lass as I
Prayer meetings Tuesday evening for the blow. The resistance w
rier or more than 140 pounds by two an unwarranted interference with per-j
the French and Americans are putting
•t 7.46.
women carriers.
Men handle the sonal liberty. Not so, says the Post.:
CLOSED STOVES
Service at Foxcroft Church each up has been successful in preventing,
heavier packages and the boxes that There ought to be danger signals;
up to this time, any such gains as at
Sabbath at 3 P. M.
OPEN STOVES
must be list'd instead of bales..
warning men against idleness. Those j
tended the first days of the former
The Quartermaster Corps recom who will not heed moral advice should '
German drive. The Germans will be
Free Baptist
Many styles— many sizes. Suitable foi
mends to manufacturers supplying the be controlled. “ We believe soerdv !
taught, what we have believed from
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
Army many similar economies in pack- has a right and duty to say to every ,
parlor, sitting room, dining room, chamber
the first in this Country, that the en
Morning service at 10.30 A M.
(-j ing anti shipping which will result in able-bodied man, ‘Work or you shall ■
trance of America and the presence of
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
or den, giving without trouble that extra
even more pronounced space and not eat’."
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M. American soldiers at the front means
weight saving. Round tans and con
The war has made us set* this, along
something in this war. There will be
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
warmth which makes home comfortable.
tainers entail a waste in space of 23 with other truths to which we former
no more German sneers at American
Special music by choir.
per cent. Square containers art' urged ly shut our eyes.
Made right to las* for years. A Maine
Choir practice Monday nights.
efficiency.
It is estimated that every inch saved
The history of the last few months
All are cordially invited to come and
product for Maine people. Thousands
through halt' compression is worth 65
has been one of German advance for
bear the Rev. Mr. JenkinsPHOTOGRAPHS OF NAVY
cents in ship space.
Tuesday night church prayer and a period of time, then a lull in opera
in use.
HEROES WANTED
tions, then another advance, followed
praise Service.
Tin* Navy Department is collecting
Eftabliched
by another lull. It has been a question NAVY ENFORCES DIRECT
Bangor, Maine
WOOD $ BISKOP CO.
1839
photographs
of enlisted men who lose
whether the Germans have actually
Methodist Episcopal
PURCHASE
POLICY
J
their lives in the war that their mem
been stopped on any of these offen
Military St.
H A M IL T O N & GRANT, DEALERS, H O U LTO N
Manufacturers and dealers are en ory may be perpetuated. Secretary
sives,
or
whether
they
stopped
of
their
Rev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
couraged under the policy of tin* Navy Daniels asks relatives of others hav
own accord, in order to bring up their
Public worship at 10.30 a. m.
Department to tleal direct with tin* ing such photographs to lend them to
The Sunday School at noon has or supplies and rearrange their troops.
department. The purpose is to elim fin* N< vy that copies may be made for
At this distance we have not been
ganised classes for men and women.
inate the middleman in purchases ofijp, Navy's records. Originals will be
Junior League meeting and class for quite able to determine which was
supplies and materials.
returned to the owners
fast
the fact. The news of the day indi
preparatory members at 3.00 p. m.
Rear
copies
ran
bo
made.
“
In
my
annual
report
cates
very
strongly
that,
however
it
Epworth League meeting at 6.45
was in the past, the unified command Admiral .Samuel McGowan, “ manufac
A photograph of each man is to bo
p. mPraise and Preaching at 7.30.
I of the Allied forces and the aid of tin* turers were warned against profiteer- forwarded by the Navy Department
Tear Out— Fill In— Hand Letter-Carrier— or Mail to Post Office
Prof. J. H. Llndsday, organist and now effective American Army has en- ing agents, professional contractors, q () fj1(> training station where lb* br
and
naval
brokers.
In
our
regular
1
gan
i,js
raiVer
in
the
service.
At
ra<
h
choir master.
jabled the Allies to hold the offensive.
TO TH E L O C A L P O STM A STE R : — Kindly have letter-carrier deliver
Prayer meeting at 7.30 T u e s d a y ' and the program of advancement is untiling circular of January s. 1BIN. 1SII(.j, sfafj()ns a memorial gallery of
on..................... .... ...................... for which I will pay on delivery:
to
j stopped in its initial movement. We we expressed the hope that ‘manufae-honor or a hero's corner is to be esevening.
(certainly have cause for deep thank- turers who have not availed them-. tablishod so that for all time the face
......... $5. U. S. W A R -S A V IN G S STAM PS at $................... each
rm.ted;
(S .e p rice, below)
selves of the opportunity to buy direct ()f 11i *• man of the Navy who has mad"
)
fulness
that
so
much
has
been
done,
Church of the Good Shepherd
....... 25c. U. S. THRIFT STAM PS at 25c. each.
will do so. as it will prove of advan- ,
supreme
sacrifice mav in* honored
v&ntcu;
mpn
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector in land we may confidently expect the
tag*1 to them in bringing them in more by the you'll of the future sent to the
future
to
show
equally
good
results.
Charge.
Name
The disposition to take counsel of intimate tomb with tin* Navy and station for training.
Sundays
thereby
make
a
reputation
for
the
ma
All pictures, loaned or contributed,
Holy Communion at 8 A. M. also 'our hopes and to choose to believe
Address
terials which they manufacture.1
;
that
the
success
of
the
Allies
up
to
should
he securely wrapped for mail
after Morning Prayer on the 1st Sun
ft
! this point in this battle is tin* be
“ The fact is the responsibility of ing after they have been marked with
w. s. S. C O S T D U RIN G 19 18
day In the month.
July
$4.! 8
A pril
$ 4 .1 5
O ct.
$4 .2 1
Morning Prayer and sermon 10.30. ginning of the end of the war is a dan- contractors was never so thoroughly liie mime, branch of service, and train
A ug.
4 .1 9
Nov.
M«*y
4 .1 6
4 .2 2
WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
;
gerous
one.
While
we
may
properly
investigated
and
they
were
never
held
Sept.
4 .2 0
Dec.
June
4 .1 7
4 23
ing station tiie young man entered af
ISSUED BY TH B
Evening Prayer and sermon 7 30.
UNITED STATES
V/. S. S. W O R T H $5.00 JA N U A R Y 1, 19 2 3
GOVERNMENT
Sunday School after morning ser ■exalt in such success as the Allied ar to it stricter accountability than they ter enlistment. They should be ad
mies have in stopping this (banian have been since this eountrv <-nt"n o dressed to Dm Recruiting Divi-mm.
vice.
drive,
we should remember that they the w;ir. The number of responsible
Holy Days
are not easily defeated, and it will direct bidders has increased greatly
Holy Communion at 8.00 A. M.
take more than one splendid victory and the number of agents and inter
to bring peace within sight. So that mediaries 1ms been reduced to ;t min
WHAT KANSAS DID
, public duty to stand behind our Gov- imuin. The safeguards against pro!'
One of the war necessities this eminent and our Allies in every pos- Peering have been strengthened, not
year has been for able-bodied town sible way will not be lessened for many relaxed."
men to volunteer for farm work in many months to come,
Then* are over 14,non mimes on the
their counties or communities during
-----------------bidders' list of the Navy Buraii of
the harvests or other periods when TO TRAIN SOME BOYS
Supplies and Accounts representing
emergency supplies of farm help are
every
section of the country. T h e s e
FOR TRACTOR DRIVERS
needed. For months the United States
The officials of the United States manufacturers and dealers furnish
Department of Agriculture has been Boys’ Working Reserve which has over tiii.uimi classes of articles used by
urging this program in every part of supplied the farmers of Maine with the Navy.
And they did get into condition and
harvest the wheat!
The business
and professional men. town residents
Congregational
generally, did it all over Kansa-v
Her. T. P- Williams, Pastor.
By the way! Other crops are to be
Preaching service 16.30 A. M.
harvested. This Kansas City Loyal
Sunday School following A. M. ser
Physical Fitness Club” gets results.
vice.
Why not start one in every town?
Evening Song Service 7.30 P. M.
Why not start one in your town? In
Weekly Prayer Meeting Tuesday
fact why don't you start it? All you
evening at 7.30.
need is a lot of “ pep” and a big back
yard or vacant lot and a leader who
First Baptist
knows the “ setting up" or other phy
Court St.
sical exercises.
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastorBe ready to do effective farm work
10.30 morning worship with sermon
12.00 Bible School with classes for vhen the call comes for patriotic
vorkers from your town.
men and women.

CHURCH SERVICES

BETTER SHIP LOADING
HELPS OUR ALLIES

G ray H a ir

WS.S.

CLA RIO NS FOR WOOD F I R E S

J

WS.S.

THE GREATEST

P ro gram

EVER A S S E M B L E D

the United States.

hundreds of boys to assist with the
This plan was put into effect in eve- work on their farms, during the short SIZE OF ARMY CAMPS AND
ly town and city in Kansas, in order age of men caused by the war, have
CANTONMENTS INCREASED
that sufficient harvest hands might be noticed that an opportunity existed i
I
More
than 822,non,non have been ex
secured for the war-winning
wheat for boys to run tractors on the farms
pended
during
the past six months mi
crop. It was suggested that the town and it has been suggested that boys
lder
the
direction
of the Const ruction
men, being unaccustomed
to
hard fie trained for that occupation, at
physical work, would not be of real the Mobilization Camps at Winthrop 'Division of the Army in making addijtions and improvements to camps and
assistance in the harvest until th e y1Center,
had been on the farm long enough to ! Arthur A. Heald, the assistant Fed-1. cantonments. This sum does not in
"get the kinks out of their muscles.” eral State director, says that the de- j clude the cost of additions to the hos
“That’s a good point," somebody at maiul comes from men who believe pital equipments mad*' at other Army
the Kansas City Athletic Club said 'that owing to the draft we shall need stations.
Til*' improvement work consisted
“Let’s start a training-class movement, ja lot of mechanical help in the fall
and get the kinks out of every town ' plowing and harvesting and that trac- of additional buildings for housing
volunteer’s muscles before he gets to ! tors will be purchased by many farm- tho men and providing for their com
the farm. Then he can go right tojers.
Director Heald has written forts and needs. Among buildings
work— bing! as soon as he lands in .'many farmers in various sections ask- erected were quarters for officers and
ing them as to the need of boys thus; nurses, repair shops, additional
the field!’’
trained,
saying;
racks, coffee-roasting plants, kitchens,
So the Kansas City Athletic Club
and
bakeries, and theaters. New
"The
camp
is
equipped
and
is
in
organized a “Loyal Physical Fitness
Class,’’ for the purpose of hardening j Position where it can easily train 4n roads wore laid and sanitation works
city men for work in the harvest or 50 young men for this work in tin improved and extended.
fields. Under the direction of profes last two weeks of August, but we do
Many additional buildings are con
sional instructors this early morning not care to make plans for such a templated, and general construction
outdoor class was attended regularly course unless we are sure it would work will be rushed to completion
by many business and
professional render a real service to the fanners during the summer and fall. In some
men of the city for some weeks prior of the State either in furnishing an instances the camp work has been ex
to the wheat harvest. Flabby muscles available labor supply for men who tended to drainage of an entire dis
became firm. Fat was sweated away. wish to hire tractor drivers or in trict surrounding the camp to remove
Office men got themselves fit. This training the sons of these farmers danger of disease arising from the
physical-training plan was taken up who are thinking of purchasing a proximity of swamps.
by many towns and cities of Kansas. tractor.”
Liberty theatres have been erected
Director Heald encloses an en
Not only were town men asked to
at all national Army cantonments.
volunteer for work in the harvest velope for a reply. He also encloses Each of these theatres has an average
fields; they were expected, after vol the following interesting information inclosed seating capacity of 2,000.
unteering, to fit themselves for effect about the Junior Volunteers:
Theatres and amusement halls have
“ You will, I am sure, be interested
ive work by faithfully training in one
been erected also in tin* National
to know that we have enrolled 185]
of the physical classes.
Guard camps and at other points
Various organizations of
business boys in the United States Boys’ Work where troops are in training.
ing Reserve. All of these boys are
and professional men in Kansas en
now
at work on the farms, but*we can
tered whole-heartedly into the spirit
call
in
about another 100 boys who will FOR C O N S T I P A T I O N A N D B I L I O U S of the farm-volunteer movement and
NESS
weigh
from 100 to 115 pounds and
conducted, among their memberships,
( >o . Jenncr, 416 Labor St., San A n 
range
from
14
to
15
years.
These
boys
tonie, Tex., writes:
"Fel ev
Cathartic
vigorous and successful
campaigns
can drive a horse rake, pick up pota Tablets have proven the best laxative I
for farm workers. For instance, the
have taken and T recommend them to
toes, weed and help with the farm sufferers from constipation or bilious
Kansas City Bar Association sent to
ness.
They should be in everv travel 
chores.
If you are interested in se ing
man's grin."
Relieve sick headache,
each member a folder urging him to
bloating
or other condition
caused
bv
curing
any
of
these,
please
place
your
“Join the Loyal Physical Fitness Class
bad digestion.
order
with
the
nearest
local
agent."
T H E H A T H E W A Y DRUG POM PAX V
at the Kansas City Athletic Club from
now to harvest time so you will be
come physically fit.
No
initiation
fees. No dues. Just to win the war.”
Submitting an estimate of the crop
to be harvested the folder asked:
“If this were in Germany would a
bushel be lost? Men can save this
wbeat here.
Are you a man? All
leyal city people are asked to help in
the fields. It Is time for you to get in
condition. Remove that bustle from
your front, eo you can harvest wheat.”

" IT S A W H O LE M E D IC IN E C H E S T ’’
T h a t’s what they
sav about
Good for all ailments of Lungs,
Throat and Muscles

B allard ’s G olden Oil

An Old Family Doctor’s Favorite
N b Alcohol

No Dope

D o you w a n t to k n o w s o m e th in g a b o u t o u r boys in F r a n c e ?
About the vast scale of Uncle Sam’s preparation across the waters? About what it
means to go through the hell of the trenches? Something authentic about Russia? Do
you want to have your soul stirred by the strains of martial music?
T h e n H e a r T h e s e G r e a t N u m b e rs a t th e C h a u ta u q u a .

First Day---Liberty Day
DR. JOSEPH CLARE, of Petrograd
An eminent English orator, five years a resident of Petrograd. He lived through the
Russian Revolution and brings his lecture extraordinary, ‘‘The Riddle of the Rus
sian Revolution,”

Second Day---National Service Day
ALBERT EDWARD WIGGAM
Distinguished A m e ric a n Publicist and Scientist
just returned from a special mission to the Western Front. He was in Paris when
the Gormans began their great offensive. His subject will be "Under the Stars and
Stripes in France.”

Fourth Day—-Band Day
THE FAMOUS KILTIES BAND
the most popular band in Canada, and the most unique and spectacular band in the
world. It will appear in full concerts both afternoon and evening. The members
will wear the full regimental costume. ALFRED E. ZEALLEY, the director of the Kil
ties, was Bandmaster in the Canadian Overseas forces. He spent ten months in the
trenches and went "over the top” four times. He will relate some of his experiences
at the front.

Fifth Day—-Community Day
WALLACE BRUCE AMSBARY, Dramatist and Poet
who will present a lecture-recital on Kipling, the master interpreter of the war spirit,
and the favorite poet of the boys in the trenches.
Other patriotic features will be two unique programs of music and character
sketches by the FISHER SHIPP CONCERT CO., monologs and bird mimicry by ME.
& MRS. EMERSON WINTERS, a cartoon entertainment by J. FRAN KLIN C A V E N Y .
two concerts by the RO YAL H A W A IIA N SINGERS AND PLAYERS, the most talked
of attraction in America, and two concerts by the WEBER MALE QUARTET, known
everywhere as the best male quartet in America.
Heard separately in large cities, the above program would cost in ex
cess o f .............................................................................................. $10.00
Heard separately at the Chautauqua, paying single admissions, it would
cost ....... .‘ ........................................... . . . . .....................................
4.90
But you can hear it all for the ridiculous sum o f ............................ • • • •
2*20
(Including war tax) if you buy a season ticket from your local Chauatuqua committee.

Community Chautauqua
FOR PATRIOTIC SERVICE

Prescription

All Druggists and General Stores

Houlton, July 30, 31, August 1, 2 and 3
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CHAUTAUQUA

OF L OC A L I N T E R E S T
to Bangor Thursday.
Special line of classy school suits
for boys* made to measure, two p r i c e s
C. B. Esters, the
only, $22 and $27.
Main St. Tailor*
Miss Edith Shea returned last week
from a two weeks trip with friends in
Bangor.
C. W . Starkey has just installed a
motor in his market for grinding bone,
hamburg steak, etc.
A. E. Mann of Griswold was in
town several days last week on busi
ness.

!

J. Franklin

For Sale, a

Caveny

J. Franklin Caveny is recognized as
tin* leading platform cartoonist in this
(country. He also has achieved tame
las a painter of many famous pictures,
days in Bangor last week.
I the most recent of which is “ The
Kidder and Shanks who have been
Dream of an American Soldier."
doing Vulcanizing and Battery work
Mr. Caveny’s crayon sketches art*
in the Lawlis buildmg on Kendall St.,
have rented the entire building on masterpieces of humor and beauty.
account of the demand for more room His productions range from the most
and will occupy the ground Moor to artistic canvas* to the most striking
He will
caricatures and cartoons,
gether with up-stairs, on Aug. 1st.
also do rapid clay modeling, producings busts of Lincoln, Washington,
and
many other well known men. A
“ AN EXPENSIVE BLUNDER”
feature
of his program that never fails
Under the above heading the Com
to
arouse
the greatest interest is the
mercial goes on to severely criticize
sketching
of some prominent person
the State Highway Dept., for, as it
in
tin*
audience.
says, inefficiency in tin* engineering

Thre e -Y e a r

Old

CLASSIFIED
Colt,

Found—- A Sum of Money;

ADS

CLASSIFIED

ADS

inquire at Furnished Rooms to L e t .. .H o m e Con-

TLMES Offi
Patchen stock, bay color, sound,
lJOp
vemenees. Corner of Highland Ave.
good driver. For particulars apply
and Pleasant Sts.
Wanted
at
the
Aroostook
Hospital,
a
to John Patten.
2:11>
second girl. Apply at once to Miss For Rent— 5 Rooms and Bath, Steam
Bolstridge, Matron.
heated, all modern improvements.
Furnished Rooms— A Suite of Three
Inquir*.- of Hamilton & Grant Co.
rooms with running water;
also For Sale— 1 Single and 1 Double
single rooms, at Elmcroft, Court
rubber-tired wagon. 1 pung and har
St., Mrs. Nevers, Prop.
23i>p
nesses. Inquire at S Elm St.
;»2Sp A Furnished Room to Let, heated and
lighted. Opp. Monument Park. In
C A U TIO N
Lost Saturday Night, W a lle t C on tain 
quire of Mrs. Mary E. Stuart, Mili
tary St.
ing sum of money.
Finder leave
Whereas, my wife, Ida Waston, hav
28tf
at TIMES Office and receive reing left my bed and board without
wa
rd.
l.-iop
Before you purchase a Farm or House
just cause, 1 hereby warn all persons
he sure to call on C. O. Grant. Real
against trusting her on my account,
Comfortably
Furnished
Rooms
For
Estate Agency, Market Sq„ and ex
as 1 shall pay no bills of her contract
rent,
only
two
minutes
walk
to
amine his fine list of desirable pro
ing after this date.
Market Square. Apply to (\ (;
perties.
Ludlow, Me.. Julv 10th, 1918.
Lunt. TIMES Office.
3,29
M. (). WATSON.

18tf

House and Stable for Sale, house has

C A U T IO N

hardwood floors, furnace, bath and
lights. For particulars apply to B
Hagerman, 27 Elm St.
?,:h)p

Farm

For Sale— 160 Acres, 43 Acres

tillage, excellent potato land, good
wood lot. good buildings,
miles
to village and railroad. Price only
$2500. a rare bargain, for sale by
L. H. Brooks. Real Est. Agent, South
Paris, Me.

This is to give notice that I will pay
no bills contracted on my account af
ter this date.
W an ted : A Capable Girl For General
Moulton. Maim*. .June 2!*, 1918.
Junior Chautauqua
The man on the Water Wagon is dept., which is under the direct su
housework in a small family. No
.
‘
127p
WILLIAM
LEWIS.
Uncle Sam has designated this yea r
satisfied if he is drinking Maple Spring pervision of Paul 1). Sargent.
children. Applv with references to
as “ Children’s Year” and tin* boys; and
TIMES Office.
Hotel Help Wanted 50 Women and
The criticism follows:
water.
Owing to the great expense incurred
Girls for best year round hotels, all
“ The Commercial learns that a \erv girls are going to have a large part
Harry O. Stevens and party of
kinds of work for best summer
in presenting the wonderful spectacle Boys Wanted. We need the services
serious
blunder
has
been
made
by
the
a
n
*
in
the
Chautauqua.
In
fact,
they
Caribou, were in town Friday to wit
hotels, waitresses, chamber maids,
of a number of Grammar School
State Highway department, Paul D. to have a Chautauqua all their own. of the Bln** Bird at tin* Dream there
kitchen, dish and laundry, chef
hoys for permanent part-time work.
ness the races.
Sargent, chief engineer, in tin* draft
will be a slight advance in prices,
pastry and all round cooks, ball boys
Tie* hoys we select will be well
In the first place there is going to
Auto and Driving Glasses at Os ing of the plans for the new bridge
Adults 25c. while the price for chil
and kitchen men. For hotel posi
paid and given an opportunity to
at
Trenton,
leading
from
the
main
be
a
big
children's
PATRIOTIC
good’s.
tions apply always to Maine Hotel
earn, lean) and advance. Apply to
dren will remain at the regular fig
land to the island of Mt. Desert.
PARADE with drums and flags and
Agency, 90 Main St.
Established
Leighton
Feeley.
2
,2
9
Mrs. John Watson
returned last
The contract for this bridge was
ure, viz lbc. For further particulars
red, white and blue costumes, and boy
38 rears, Bangor. Me. Inclose stamp
week from a visit with her daughter awarded to J. F. Spellman & Son and
see advt. in another column.
for reply.
For S?le— Ivers and Pond Piano, good
Otto Nelson Co., of Bangor, the money scouts in uniform, and everything
in New York City.
condition, only used .5 years, cash
for its construction being apportioned that’s patriotic. Begin right now to
On tilt* last day of the Chautauqua
or good paper takes it, a bargain.
Have Osgood remake your Rings or on£-half, or $60,000, to a bridge dis plan for it. It's going to be great.
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
tlie Weber Male Quartet, which has
Gall at Alexander Buhar's or write
trict. comprising the four towns on
other Jewelry to suit your idea.
\Vh**r**as ( ’hristoph**r G. French,
Howard D. Mellroy. 61.5 Forest Harriet French and Viola M. French,
Then at tin* close of the Chautau justly earned tin* title of “ One of the
Mt. Desert island, and the county of
Miss Pauline Bull, of McAdam Jet. Hancock, the other half to the state,
Ave., Wood fords Station. Portland, all of Weston, in the County of Aroos
qua there will be a grand spectacular best male quartets in America.” will
Me.
294 took, Stati* of Main**, bv their mort
is visiting her grandmother,
Mrs. through the Highway department,
PAGEANT OF OUR ALLIES. How
j The engineering and plans for this
give
a
program
full
of
interesting
nov
Margaret E. Bull, Weeks Ave.
gage deed dale*! February 19th. 19(>6,
Men W a n te d — If you are unemployed and recorded in the Aroostook Regis
(bridge, on which tin* contract A was would-you like to dress up like Lind**
Lieut. Geo. A. Wilson Jr. writes i let, have been discovered to be ser- Sam or the Coddess of Liberty or elties, a special feature being a group
or noi
working on Government try Vol. 212. Bag** 579. convoyed to
work your services art* required to V illiam It. Foss, his heirs and assigns
from “o v e r there’’ that
ht arrived j iousiy defective as the engineers have Miss Belgium or Johnnie Bull or .Joan of negro melodies. The members of
make ammunition for tin* U. S. ' f()irever a certain lot or parcel of land
now found that the height of the of Arc? Maybe you can when you be
safely making an uneventful trip.
this quartet are all well know church
Government, hv the yUnited
bridge must be increased tv.o feet
„ State
,T
situated in said town of Weston,
Every slice cut just right by Star- from the bridge, on which the contract come a member of tin* .Junior Chau
( artndg** (ompany. Lowell, Mass. rounty of Aroostook, bounded and
and concert soloists in New York city
key’s automatic meat slicer.
Gall or writ** the above address or (i(,S(Tji)(.(i Us follows, to w i f
Firstwas let. and on which a large* part of tauqua. Then Uncl e Sam and Miss
and have been associated for several
our Maine Representative. Mr. L. , Tht, south half of lot numbered Five
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Carter and Mrs. the work has been already done. This Belgium and Johnnie Bull and all the
serious error in engineering breaks
U. ( hurch. ini Mam Street. Bangor. jn
second division in said town of
years in successful concert and phono
Edblad left last week for an automo the contract and will occasion an ad rest will take part in the great pageant
Alain>' ________________________ ^
Weston, being all that part of said lot
graph
work.
Their
(dosing
concert
on
the
platform
in
tin*
big
tent
on
the
bile trip to the southern part of the ditional cost of several thousands of
'which lies Southerly of a straight line
dollars, and also cause a very mater last day of the Chautauqua. Guess will I)** an event never to lx* forgotten. F a rm — 125 A. cuts 50 T hay, 9 A grain drawn across said lot equidistant from
state.
ial delay in having the bridge ready that’s the real thing!
well watered and fenced, pasture the North and South lines of said lot
Starkey’s meat slicer just puts the for traffic.
On the morning of the last day of the
for IS head, plenty of wood. $BMin.- together with all buildings thereon—
And
don’t
forget
the
games
and
finishing touch on smoked beef, bacon
The taxpayers nor only of the four
mi of crating stumpage. milk and This said lot conveved is bounded on
Chautauqua at 11 o'clock on the plat
towns on Mt. Desert island and the races of all kinds, and running and
cream gathered at door, telephone the xorth by the North part of said
etc.
form of the big tent the Juniors dres
county of Hancock, but those of the
R. I*. D. few rods to State Road, 2 ]()t numbered Five now owned and ocMessrs. Frank Thompson,
Walter state as well now have an opportu jumping and a real breakfast cooked
miles to shire town with 2 railways, (Upied by E. L. Heal; on the East by
sed
in costumes will give a pageant
in
the
woods
over
a
real
camp
fir**,
Stone and W . B. Belyea of Woodstock nity to see that the engineering de
corn and starch factories, manufac- , land of th** heirs of Ellis McAllister;
! of Our Allies.
( tnries, schools, churches, library. on the South bv land of D. J. Barker;
were in town Friday to attend the partment of the State Highway Com Indian fashion! O-o-o-oh!
mission, under Chief Engineer Paul
and Academy instruction for
High and on the West by land of A.
S.
And the STORY HOUR you'll miss
races.
D. Sargent, is expensive and this ap it if you are not on hand with your
School pupils, good markets, 4c A Springer, containing ninety acres more
This season of the year is vfhen one plies to other jobs as well as this one
machine worked fields suitable for or ie^s
season ticket every afternoon at three NOTICE TO
enjoys drinking Maple Spring Water. at Trenton.
dairy crops or potatoes, two barns, j Second: One lot or parcel of land
The Commercial has often stated o’clock. The Story Lady will take
BRIDGE CONTRACTORS
silo, hen house, sheds, etc.
Com- j situated in said Weston being the
Its good for the health. Leave your
that Chief Engineer Sargent and you upon wonderful journeys into the
fortable house with furnace: run- Southeast part of lot numbered One,
orders at the TIM E S Office.
State
Highway
Bridge
Construction
Chairman Deering of the Highway land of Fairies and Goblins and Ilobning water, and splendid shade, j containing about fifteen acres.
Also
Louis
been too
dominatorchard. A money making farm for : onf, lot or parcel of landsituated in
------ Ginsberg
-------- „ returned Thursday Commission,
— have
--- _ ........
.................
...
.
...
.
.
.
Sealed proposals addressed to tilt*
from Bangor, bringing home his voting inS over a department of the state of,K<>biins. Mie win take you into <n<’ i state Highway Uommission, Augusta,
former owner. Heirs will sell with j Munroe Gor** i Said Gore being now a
or without stock, tools or horses, part of said Weston), containing
#nn whn
v^Hntr hU E-rand-,Maine’ supported by the money of .jungles to visit lions and bears and i Main**, for building the following reson wno nas Deen vismng ms grand
ry taxpayer, and accept no advice elephants and camels and all the rest. ! inferred concrete bridge:
Writ*:* or come if you wish to profit twenty-five acres more or less, the
by this SALE. Mrs. Eulalie ( ’. Per- last two parcels of land being the
parents.
ior suggestion from anyone. This exI The Reynolds and Collins bridges in
fault. Dover, Maine.
-29 same conveyed to S. J. Foster by
Stylish custom made shirts big
Pensive blunder at Trenton will be a| lt s a11 sunP1>’ Kn‘at arul overj ; the town of Bingham. Somerset Gounof new patters to select from at C. B. proper matter f o r a full investigation child with a season ticket can enjoy i f V, the Hale Stream bridge in tin* ----------------------------------------------- [John Springer by deed dated Decem
by the next legislature."
lit all.
(town of Norridgewock, Somerset Uounber 31st. A. I). 1849.
Esters.
It may hardly seem fitting that a
tv, tin* Mark Longfellow bridge in the
( Third: A lot or parcel of land situiated in Munroe Gore being the same
Mrs. Triffette, of Machias, has re small country newspaper like the
town of Marshfield, Washington Coun
|conveyed to S. J. Foster by N. P.
turned to her home after spending a Houlton TIMES should attempt to NEW PRINCIPAL FOR HOULTON, ty, and the bridge over Hunter Brook
Haskell by deed dated October 23rd,
in the town of New Limerick, Aroos
few weeks with her niece, Mrs. G. W. “come back” at the editor of a paper
GRAMMAR SCHOOL
A. I). 1849. and containing fifty acres
took County Maine, will lx* received
Van Tassel.
like the Commercial, but it seems verymere or b*ss. said deed being recorded
Tin* Houlton School Board, lias j by the Commission at its office in tin*
in th** Aroostook Registry of Deeds
0f Btate Hons**. Augusta, Maine, until
Miss Ernestine Davis, cashier at the unfair for the Commercial to circu- elected Austin Ham as principal
Vol.
9. Page 161.
1
1
Jin A. M. Wednesday, July 31, 191,x.
Houlton Savings Bank, is enjoying her late such an unjust criticism, when it tin*
Grammar School to till th and at that time and place publicly
Fourth: A lot or parcel of land sitannual* vacation with friends at St.'is founded on two things, which when vacancy caused by the resignation of i opened an* read.
'uated in said Munroe Gore-sold and
they are known to the readers of the R. A. McTntire.
Andrews, N. B.
Each proposal must be made upon
a n d m u s t b e p a i d conveyed to S. J. Foster by William
i Gilpatriek-being South of and adjoin
Mr. Ham has had considerable ex a blank form provided by the Com
Start right. Buy an Osgood Hand- article, they can see why such a crit
in g th** last described lot containing
mission. for copy of which one dollar
icism
is
made.
perience
as
a
teacher
and
will
niak*
Made wedding ring.
about forty aen*s-all above described
will he required, and must lx* aecom
on o r
b e f o r e J u l y i land being a part or parts of lots or
In the first place, some six years ja pood man for t h** pine*
panied by a certified cheek for in per
Mrs. Nelson Latineau and children
ago, when meetings were held all over
j parrels of land conveyed to John Wel<<*nt. of the amount hid, payable to tin*
of Old Town are visiting at the home
l**r by John DeMerritt and Thomas
Treasurer of State of .Maine.
The
the state in regard to the location of
Tlier** will he no Sabbath service
3 1 , a t t h e o f f i c e o f . How*', both of Boston, in the Commonof Mrs. Latineau’s parents, Mr. and
the Trunk Lines, the one held in Ban- in th** Presbyterian church in the town certified cheek will he returned to th**
|wealth of Massachusetts, by deed
Mrs. R. A. Palmer, Kelleran St.
unsuccessful bidder unless forfeited
gor was conducted in the same man- until the first Sabbath in September, under th** conditions stipulated.
jdatod October 29th, A. D. 1868, also
Christian Science services held each
th e
j the same conveyed to E. L. Heal and
! A surety company bond satisfaeSunday at 11 A. M. Sincock Hall, July ception, that the man above referred ---------- - ------------- -------- --- ---- ' |tory to th** Commission, of one-half
i Michael Condon by Ransom Norton,
(assignee of said Weller, by deed dat
28th, Subject: “Truth.” All are wel to attempted to monopolize the limitN O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E
j of the amount of the contract, will lx- i
ed October 9th. A. D. 1870, recorded
Whereas William B. Brown of Mars i required. Blaus may lx* examined and
come.
led time allotted to the hearing, and
in Aroostook Registry of Deeds Vol.
Hill, in the county of Aroostook and ( copy of specifications and contract
Mr. and Mrs. M. M Clark and W. ^Ir. Deering who was the chairman State of Maine, by his mortgage deed may he obtained at the office of tin*
37. Page 149. being the same prem
ises conveyed to Horace A. Bennett
B. Clark and family are spending a of the meeting, after giving him as dated April .5, 19.12, recorded in the j Commission. Augusta, Maine.
by Leo. H. Tuck by deed dated Octo
few weeks at their cottage at Nicker much time as he had at his disposal, Aroostook Registry of Deeds in Vol. I Th** right is reserved to reject any
M e c h a n ic S t r e e t
ber 24th. A. I). 1891, excepting and re
259,
Page
429,
conveyed
to
Houlton
or
all
proposals.
son Lake.
•
“ shut him off,” the result being a
serving from above described prem
.
.
,
TT, ,
.Trust Company, a certain piece or i
PHILIP J. DEERING, Chairman,
ises all lands conveyed to Weston
Permanent Muscular Strength can tirade against the Highway Commis- parcel of real estate situate in Mars ,
WILLIAM M. AYER,
Brannen by said Bennett and Tuck
not exist where there is not blood sion in general and Mr. Deering in Hill aforesaid, bounded and described j
FRANK A. PEABODY,
O p p o s i t e t h e A m e r i c a n and fully described in a certain mort
State Highway Uommission.
strength. Young men giving atten-1 particular, in the issue of the Com- as follows, to wit: Beginning at an j
gage signed, sealed and executed by
hub in the center of the highway . PAUL I). SARGENT, Chief Engineer,
tion to muscular development should mercial following the hearing,
said Brannen, recorded in said Reg
leading from Houlton to Presque Isle ( Dated at Augusta, Me., July 17,
E
x
p
r
e
s
s
C
o
m
p
a
n
y
istry Vol. 106. Page 618 to which deed
bear this In mind. Hood’s Sarsapa- j In the second place the same gentle- at a point where the south line of the
130
reference is hereby made for a bet
rilla gives blood strength and builds . man referred to, interested personal- said town of Mars Hill intersects the
ter description.
Premises hereby
said
Highway;
thence
west
along
said
up the whole system.
I ly in the road from Bangor to Bar
conveyed being the same conveyed
Harbor, attempted to secure an im- south line of said Mars Hill to the
to said Christopher C. French by said
southwest corner of lot numbered
Continued frrfin page 1
proved highway between these two eightv-five (85); thence north along
Horace A. Bennett by deed dated
November 1st. A. D. 1893, recorded in
places, at the expense of other towns! the west line of said lot eighty-five
said Aroostook County Registry of
HOME SERVICE COMMITTEE which needed good roads for business I (851 and lot numbered eightv-six (S6>
Deeds Vol 141, Page 14.
purposes
much
more
than
Penobscot
!to
Center
of
said
highway;
thence
PUBLIC MEETING
Fifth. A certain lot or parcel of
,, j southeasterly along said highway to
land situated In said town of Weston
---------W E D N E S D A Y ,
JULY
2 4 ---------the saving of many lives, which other County needed a “ Scenic Boulevard j to the point of beginning; containing
bounded and described as follows to
for the use of the millionaire tourists, [one hundred (100) acres more or less
wise would be lost.
wit: Beginning at a point on the
Now,
therefore,
the
condition
of
and
those
with
money
to
burn
at
the
M A R V E L O U S CU RES
East side of th** Houlton and Baring
Rome "o^the^cures ^reported are fashionable summer resorts, and who |sai(1 mortgage is broken, by reason
Road, sooalled. where the center line
some or me cures reported are !
T.
_ whereof said Houlton I rust ( ompany
marvelous— a man was shot through , ‘eft no money in Bangor except the claims a foreclosure, of the same, and
of lot numbered Five cuts or crosses
! the East line of said road, thence
the heart, who by a special treatment price of a meal, while the farming gives this notice for that purpose.
South by said road to the North line
made a complete recovery. Another dlstrk,ts am, evell Bangor Usalf ha(,
Houlton, Main**, Julv 17. 191X.
A
S
U
P
E
R
-P
A
R
A
M
O
U
N
T
PRODUCTION
—
,
of
the I). J. Barker lot sooalled;
was shot through the brain, and as a ._____ ...
,
,
HOULTON TRUST ( ’OMPANY,
result of an experimental operation / 0 g0 "III1011/ as
evidenced by the
(thence East by the I). J. Barker lot
By its Attorneys. Archibalds
Adolph Zukor presents
w as also restored to health and;“ sl°ugh hole" which one finds a few 32,11
' North line aforesaid to the Northeast
! corner of the said I). J. Barker lot;
strength— a third man was brought in j miles out on Hammond street h adthence Souih by the East, line of said
as a heap of blood and mud. with head lng out of H a n g e r . This same gentle,
M a e te rlin c k ’s
D. J. Barker land aforesaid to South
arm and leg Injuries, to day he is well
„ , , .
,,
.>
and in a good position with only a man succeeded in getting all
ot
east corner ef said I). J. Barker land;
partially paralized left arm as a re-1 Penobscot county's bond money on j
thence East by South line of said Bar
ker land extended East to land of
suit of the wonderful, and prompt the road to Bar Harbor except 2, miles !
McAllister heirs; thence North by
surgical treatment afforded him.
out of 27—and bore is where another
West line of said McAllister land to
W H A T H A P P E N S TO A WOUNDED grouch comes against the Highway
E. B fba! homestead: thence by
MAN
Commissioner, he couldn’t get th**m
South line ef said E. L. Heal home
to P a y y o u r
stead. which line is th** aforesaid cenWhen a man Is wounded two things to build this 3 miles because they
t,■r lint* of lot numbered Five afore
happen.
thought other parts of the country
said, West to th** place of beginning,
His system suffers from shock.
containing eighty acres more or less
He then feels that he is probably needed it more, and the Governor of
IRreeled l>v
the State after riding over the road,
together with th** buildings thereon
disabled for life.
and being the same premise.; convey
The first is dealt with medically— Instructed the Commission to discon
M aurice Tourneur
ed to said Harriet French by Weston
the second by artificial limbs and tinue building on that road Thus the
Brannen by deed dated April 29th A.
vocation schools.
Scenario by
D. ]X96. and recorded in Aroostook
In England for some time there has other reason for the tirade against
Registry of Deeds Vol. 152. Page 590.
been a proposal on foot for the es Mr. Sargent and Mr. Deering.
Charles Mai;gue
This last named lot is th** exception
tablishment of a national factory for
Facts of the Case
*
Maeterlinck?
mentioned in first named entire par
the manufacture of artificial
limbs.
The contract referred to, as going
cel of real estate or the exception
These have to be made so light, and
"The
I
hue
Rird”
is
the
to
cost
the
state,
county
and
town
so
named in paragraph four.
capable of the greatest flexibility and
AoABTCKAfTAdur»
s y m bo l of Happiness
Sixth: Also a certain lot being the
adjustment that the wearer can walk much money was broken by the con
satin* included in above first descrip
without assitance, and work at a tractors, in not having the bridge
tions to paragraph Five, conveyed to
suitable trade— and therby earn his completed by June 1, 1918, as agreed
said Christopher ( ’. French by Hor
livelihood, in part at any rate, in
upon.
ace A. Bennett, above named, by deed
stead of becoming disheartened, and
The state inspector found that the
of conveyance dated February 14t l, A.
a permanent burden upon his country
1). 1906.'
and friends. I have seen blind men cement being used on the bridge was
And Whereas the said William R
reading, writing, and typing with not up to the standard and held up 3
T O D A Y Maeterlinck’s stirring play is the >pecta:ular diama
Foss, by his deed of assignment dat
facility.
carloads until it could be properly
of the ages-old sti uggle for Happiness.
Kvery age and
ed June 15th. 1918, and recorded in
I have again seen a man with arti
the Aroostook Registry Vol. 308. Page
ficial legs, engage in a handicap race tested.
every class will thrill with delight with it.
126. sold, assigned and conveyed to
and win. I have also seen men with
The writer of the above article
Henry H. Putnam, the undersigned,
artificial limbs
working at various evidently does not know that each and
the said mortgage, the debt thereby
P R I C E S FOR T H I S D A Y O N L Y —
SPECIAL
trades— and all the while
advances
every contract let by the Highway
secured and all the right, title and in
are being made in these respects.
Children
u
nder
12
y
e
a
r
s
10c
Adults
25c
a
n
d
s
a
v
e
12
1-2
p
e
r
c
t
.
terest he had in the premises therein
Your recent generous response for Commission Is made on the basis of
described, referring expressly to a
Hours of P erfo rm an ce
the Red Cross proves that your hearts “ price per yard” for the concrete and
certain release deed given to Robert
are in the right place. Now we ask stone work, and all contracts are sub
E vening 7 and 8.30
Afternoon 2 an d 3.30
H. McCready and a certain other deed
tor the people’s support in every town
H o u lt o n W a t e r Co.
ject to change by the commission, at
given Stewart S. Lee of another por
and village through the local agen
tion of said premises.
cies, for the Home Service branch, the price made in the contract for
because it is to benefit both your own more or less work, based on the num
And whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken.
boys in service, and those they have her of yards at a specified price.
Now, therefore, by reason of the
toft behind.
From these facts the reader can
E V E R Y B O D Y
FROM
E V E R Y W H E R E
IS G O I NG
breach of the condition thereof, the
W e appeal with the greater con
fidence on the grounds that the sup easily see how unjust are the charges
undersigned, the said Henry H. Put
port asked tor is a practical form of against Mr. Sargent and Mr. Deering,
nam, claims a foreclosure of said
mortgage.
Christianity, fo r those who are risk- as well as the bridge engineer, Mr. L.
tug life and limb, for the preserva
Dated this Eleventh day of July,
B. Jones, who is one of tne best in
1918.
tion o f all we hold most dear In the

line

All Water Bates
Are Now Due

Houlton Water Co.

1918.

DREAM THEATRE

Do Not Forget

“T h e B lue
B ird ”

ELECTRIC LIGHT
BILL

TH E B U IE BIRD

Before Saturday

II

Aug. 10

ro

HOULTON’S BIG FAIR

homeland.

this country.

u s t

2 7 , Q S ,

8 9 , S O ,

1 9 1 8
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HOULTON

TIMES,

WEDNESDAY, JULY 24, 1918

Miss Virginia Donnell returned
The Free Baptist Society will hold
MCLEOD-SPAIN
HOULTON
SAVINGS BANK
a series of Christian Patriotic ser Sunday from a two weeks trip to
On Wednesday, July 17th, occurred
Davidson
bv
auto.
vices during the summer months, with
ELECT OFFICERS
the wedding of Miss Katherine C.
some good speakers in attendance
At th** annual meeting of the corSpain, daughter of Mrs. Nettie C.
MUSICALE
Hon. Ira G. Hersey will be the speak
Houlton Savings
Spain, of New Limerick and Mr. Hart- poia.tors of the'
A musicale for the benefit of the low I. McLeod of Crystal.
er Sunday evening, July 28th. The
Bank, held at its banking rooms on
i& T - t
local Bed Cross Chapter will be held
dy returned T h u rs- ! Miss Claire Brown eturned home public is cordially invited.
The ceremony was performed by Tuesday afternoon, JuJly 16, the fol
Jflfwhat
Thursday
afternoon, at three o'clock, Rev, Tims. Whiteside, at the Meth lowing officers were elected for the
ss trip to Augusta. I Monday from a three weeks' visit with
at the home of .Miss Mary Burpee. odist Parsonage, in this town, and the ensuing year:
Mr. U n Mrs. Fred Doyle of Carl Jfriends in Rockland, Me.
HEAVY ELECTRICAL STORM Court street.
|
Miss
Margaret
Connelly,
saleslady
President
E. L. Cleveland
couple were unattended.
bou, were hi town by auto, a few days
I The most violent thunder storm that
\n
excellent,
program
of
instrument
at
Richards’,
is
enjoying
her
vacation
\
ice
Pres.
S. Friedman
Mr. and Mrs. McLeod are most
last week.
has visited this section in years struck
Sec. <£ Treas.
L. O. Ludwig
H. F. ?,unt, Supt. Buffalo Fertilizer in Nova Scotia with relatives.
al
and
vof
al
m"
*
u‘
has
beou
arrang,,(l|popular
among
their
many
friends*who
Houltcn and vicinity about 6.20 P. M. i Among those who are to takt
Henry Beek, who has been working
Trustees: James Archibald, E. L.
W orks, was in Millinocket Saturday
part are showering them with congratula
Monday lasting about an hour, doing are: Mrs. Frank Pearson, Mrs. Cha
in Bath, Me. for the past two months
( leveland, Chas. E. Dunn, Simon
tions.
on business.
considerable damage.
Davenport, Miss Louise Buzz,ell, Miss
Friedman. Chas. H. Fogg. Jas. H. Kid
Miss Anah Champeon returned last arrived home Monday evening.
1
Gen’l Manager Black of the. Aroos Whiteside, Miss Margaret
Hogan,
Miss Avis Welts, the popular book
der, L. O. Ludwig, N. Tompkins.
week from a two weeks vacation trip
AUTO TURNS TURTLE
took Tel. <y- Tel. Co., reports titM> tele- Miss Chadwick, Miss McKay. Mrs. H.
keeper at C. W. Starkey’s market is
spent in Boston.
Hollis Savage who is employed at
! phones put out of order by the storm IT. Dyer. Mrs. O. A. Hodgins, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Dugan of So. enjoying her annual vacation.
the Moulton Steam Laundry, had a
CANNING DEMONSTRATION
1 Several buildings in town were
Marion Cleveland. Miss Shaw, Miss
Mr. Geo. Vincent arid family of
Gardiner, are in town by auto the
narrow escape from serious injury
A canning and drying demonstra
'struck by lightning and reports from
lackett. Miss Dickison, Miss Lucv
Stockholm, were the week-end guests
guests of relatives.
last week when a Ford truck which tion will be held at 2 P. M. on Friday
surrounding town also ropori damage. c hall,,„,rlai„. Ml,
Hrvs,m
Mr. John S. Murray, head salesman of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Kerr, North St.
he was driving skidded and went into July 26th, at Methodist Church din
a set of buildings belonging to Quincy Mrs 1>m.y Ui(](,out
Max Russell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Admission will the ditch turning completeh over
for B. S. Green, is enjoying his an
ing room.
Lycette of Cary being destroyed.
be
cents.
Geo. Russell, left Tuesday for Bosnual vacation of two weeks.
Miss Eunice Niles The Emergency
He was pinned under the car and
MeCluskey Bros, farm buildings on
Dr. Geo. Monahan and family of ton to enter upon his duties in the U 1
had it not been for the standards Home Demonstration Agent for this
the Ludlow road were struck killing
i
LITTLETON CAMP MEETING
Caribou, were in town last week the S. Navy.
which held the top up, would prob district will give the demonstration.
Dr. Sarah Randall and Miss Dosha one horse. Their farm buildings on
The date of tin1 Littleton Camp
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mona
She is a member of the Extension
ably
have been crushed to death.
Brown went to Prsque Isle, Monday, the North road were also struck.
Meeting this year will be August I l 
han.
Outside of several bad bruises Division of the College of Agriculture,
ls. The Rev. James H. Gray of Ban
Many of the Merchants closed their where they will spend their annual
which will lay him up for a few days University of Maine.
vacation.
j
gor,
the new District Superintendent
places of business Friday afternoon
HOULTON CELEBRATES
It is hoped that every woman will
he escaped further injury.
Miss Margaret .Maloney, who is
will preside.
so that their employees might attend
make a special effort to be present,
training as a nurse in Massachusetts, I
The Rev. Felix Powell, the evange
the races.
Geo. A. Hall Jr., and wife have n and it is requested that she bring penNews of Americans’ Success and
list of the Maine Conference, will turned home after enjoying a three- ei and note hook.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Swett left is spending her vacation at home with
lied Victory Causes Outburst
conduct the evening services.
The weeks honeymoon trip to the Thou
Saturday for Boston, where Mr. Swett her sister.
( Signed I
F.
W.
Fleming
arrived
home
Mon
Rev. Dr. Moss, a returned missionary sand Isles and other points of inter
will be employed at his trade during
Mrs. Charles P. Barnes,
The
cheering
news
of
allied
succes
day from Bangor, where he haS been
will give two addresses on The est in Canada.
the summer.
Committee in Charge.
ses in France and especially the won Drive for World Democracy and
Leonard A. Pierce and Ora Gilpat- spending a couple of weeks at his
derful showing of tin' American troops Methodism's World Parish. The Rev.
rick were in Bangor last week to at mother’s home.
Nathaniel Tompkins has purchased received in Houlton was fittingly cele R. A. Colpitts of Somerville, Mass.,
tend a meeting of the Banking inter
('very will preach. The Rev. G. B. Dean. I). |
the Ludwig house on Court street now brated hero Monday, nearly
ests of the state.
occupied
by
Mrs.
Chits.
Boulier,
and
l101*(,n
^
u'
'kinit>
joining
in
and d w}10 js aj j]1(> Read of the evang<
The
Circuit races of last week
will
occupy
it
on
Aug.
1.
j
adding
enthusiasm
to
the
occasion.
listic department of the Board of
brought many visitors most of whom
Miss Rilla Wakem a student nurse
Both sections of the demonstration Home Missions and Church Extension,
came by auto, Market Sq.. was a busy
in a Massachusetts hospital, is the were impromptu, but for a genuine will contribute powerfully to tin' inplace Friday evening.
Geo. Haskell, head clerk at the guest of her sisters, Mrs. Vincent Me-J and spontaneous outburst of enthus- forest and profit of the molding.
iasm neither could be out don*1.
About a dozen ministers of the East
Boston Shoe Store is enjoying his an Nutt and Mrs. Charlotte Burtt.
Delmont
Emerson,
S.
R.
Crabtree
9
A.
M
Maim*
Conference are ('xpected to be
was th(‘ time of the first
nual vacation, a portion of which he
* is spending at his old home in Hodg- and Seth Campbell of Island Falls outburst., which lasted
In fact thi s will
las ted 15 minutes •present and assist
were in town Tuesday morning by ' when bells
wen rung and whistles be one of tin* fines t and best programs
don.
Is were
|wen
ni. joined by the firemen ever given at this noted ( 'amp
Lawrence Weiler, U. S. N., station auto enroute to Fort Fairfield.
A number of Houlton’s automobile who with ihe
lh( motoi’ tin■ tru< k, gaily Ground.
ed at Commonwealth Pier,
Boston,
tracers;ed
printhe
arrived in town Friday on a short drivers were before Judge Carroll decorated,
leave, with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Saturday for operating a ear without cipal streets with such a terrific rac
a license. They were fined and dis- jket. that none were left unaware .that T H E S E B I G L E T T E R S
HEBRON, M AINE
John S. Weiler.
charged.
[something
important
had
happened.
Mrs. A. G. Walker left last week for
'T’HE future holds countless opportunities
Buildings and dormitories are of the most
Medley Billings and wife were in I Tin1 ('veiling celebration consisted
for the wide-awake boys and far-sighted
beautiful type in New England. Its location
#So. Carolina, where she will visit her
girls
of
today.
How
can
your
boy
or
gir!
Houlton. Sunday, enroute for their |of a
th(, Iian(1, a bon.fir„ in
in a hamlet having no resorts or distract
husband, Capt. A. G. Walker of the
meet the needs and responsibilities of that
ing entertainments, affords conditions most
home in Fort Kent, after a two weeks' i tll(, Sqlla,.(. n para.,(, anrt
g(.n(,ral
great
time
?
Medical Corps w’ho is stationed in one
ideal for study, yet homelike atmosphere is
honeymoon trip in the southern p a ri; KO„(l ltlm, an<, ,ll|rlnK thl, ,.VP]|!]1S
maintained.
Hebron, through its proper environment,
o f the training camps.
close contact with students from many parts
of the state
Practical courses in Sewing, Home Eco
fully
5000
people
joined
in
the
festivi
of the country, courses of study and plan of
Miss Catherine
Cary
who since
nomics, and Domestic Chemistry will be
Miss Edith Nevers who has been ties, every foot of space in .Market Leave just room enough to say that
play, is moulding body, mind and soul for
added studies for girls in the coming year.
completing her school year at W elles- , training in Commonwealth Hospital,
the tasks of this golden future.
Sq. being utilized.
Wholesome rivalry in all sports.
you might w ear your shoes out trying
ley has been visiting a school friend Hias accepted a government position,
It is an ideal school for college prepa
For catalog and particulars, address
Just before the torch was applied
ration and also offers practical courses for
In Pittsburg Penn., has returned as resldent nur8e in the War deI)art.

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T

H ebro n A cad em y

B .F .A .

home for the summer.

the balcony of the Snell House that
Every one should remember that
[next week is Chautauqua week, and the burning of the “ Kaiser" was about
should plan to attend all the sessions!!? ,take pla(‘e’ and an efflgy of the
[which will he held in the large grand- vaiser was S()1(Mnnly carried on a
bier, headed by the hand for a
stand at the park.
march through Market Sq., and the
A large number of Republicans from
A swarm of bees on one of the trees
effigy was placed upon the pile and
-on the Court House lawn attracted all parts of the county attended a ,,
,
.
,
.
much attention one day last week,) meeting which was held in Fort Fair- he torch applied amid the deafening
cheers and the din of automobile
they were active all the afternoon and field on Tuesday and was largely athorns of assembled thousands.
then left for parts unknown.
tended by the Houlton members.
.
_
., . „
,
i s uas said before the program
The splendid band connected w ith ,
many friends of Lieut. FI J.
the DeRue Bros. Minstrels, gave a bidder, who graduated from Annapo- was an impromptu one and one numher which was the hit of the evening
dellghtful concert on Main St. \Ved-iIis ln June> 191". will be glad to know
that
he
has
recently
been
promoted
t
o
[
" as a ' 0(a^ selection by Mrs. Hazel
nesday noon which was listened to by
Cox Brannigan, a guest at the Snell
[Senior
Lieutenant,
but
he
has
not
yet
a large and appreciative crowd.
House, who sung the “ Star Spangled
[received his new assignment,
The open air concert by the Houl
j
Mrs. Mattie Townshend and daugh Banner” accompanied by the band.
ton band last Thursday was on e. of
t e r of Portland were in town- last Mrs. Brannigan possesses a splendid
the best of the season and was great
[week calling on friends. Mrs. Towns- voiqe which could be heard the en
ly enjoyed by the large number who
jhend was on her way to Westfield for tire length of the square, and her ren
had gathered from far and near.
dition of the National Anthem was
The dance at Lakewood last Thurs■day was one of the most successful of
the season and a large number took
advantage of the opportunity to cool
off at this pleasant resort.

|a shoit visit with her mother,
J. L. Dyer who recently resigned as Aaron Kinney

Mrs.

Principal of Ricker ClassicaUnstttute, | M r. and Mrs. Lynwood Ross and
has accepted a position as principal of |Children of Needham, Mass., are visthe Castine High School, one of t h e [iting h|8 parents> in Littleton> mak.
largest and best schools ln the state. jlng the trlp by auto
Mr Ross was
A letter received from Mrs. W m .|in town Monday calling on his old
B. W eed reports her son, Clayton, im- [acquaintances.
proving from his recent operation and j Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hall accomunless some unlooked-for
compllca- [ panied by Rev. and Mrs. T. P. Wiltlon arises, he will soon be convales- Rams left Friday by auto for the
(southern part of the state. Rev. and
W endall Hull and Geo. Stevens of Mrs. William s will spend their vacathis town left Friday for St. Johns, [tlon in Freedom.
'Quebec, having enlisted in a Cana- [ Mrs. A. B. Monson who has been the
dian railway unit and will take their guest of Mr. and Mrs. W arren Skilllnal examination for overseas ser-,lln during the past two weeks, starvice,
jted Thursday for her home In PortJames C. Madlgan Esq., returned land accompanied by
Mrs.
Skillin,
Friday from Boston, while away he making the trip by auto,
enlisted In the U. S. Navy, and pas-1 Houlton Lodge B. P. O. E. initiated
aed his examination as an apprentice a large class from Danforth, Me., at
seaman and is now awaiting his call thelr regular meeting last week folfor service.
[lowed by a fine salmon supper. The
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew McPherson
and two children, of Canterbury, N.
J3., accompanied by Miss Mary Me
KPberson of the same town, have been
the recent guests of Mrs. Margaret E.
Bull and family.

those not preparing for college.

to the big pile, it was announced from ' and not Bet s0 B° od a cigar ,or SIX

ment Boston

1alfalr was much elW e‘> >»■ a large
attendance of members.
I

Mrs. John Q. Adams arrived home

Saturday evening from a four we« * s
visit with her son in Wellsley, Mass.
L. Ernest Thornton, asst, secretary
of State, and wife, arrived in town
Announcement was made at the of„
„ .
A
. , „ ,,
„ Saturday to spend a few weeks here
flee of the provost marshal Friday of
.
» ,T
.
.
, .
. - ,
(the guests of Mr. and Mrs. S. S.
the appointment of Jason Hassell as
i Thornton.
one of the employment service agents
| A number of auto accidents, with
in connection with the administration
out serious results happened Sunday.
o f the “work or fight” provisions of
On Riverside street a front wheel
the selective service
law, for the
'came off and struck for the river
counties of Aroostook, Somerset and
' where it was recovered. A car on tin'
Waldo. These agents will assist local
Bangor road went into a telephone
draft boards in placing men now in
.
,,
pole, breaking it as well as the front
non-productive occupations according
. . „ ..
.
. ,,
.
.*
.
,
& wheel of the car. A car in Cary went
to Instructions of
the employment
.,
,
,
. , .
.
over the end of Tr culvert but no one
service reserve.
.
.
was hurt.

WM. E. SARGENT, littD^ Principal*

CENTS,
N O T IC E OF F O R E C L O S U R E

TEN BUILDINGS
Whereas, Alexander M. Skinner of
Ashland, Aroostook County, Maine In
mortgage deed dated November
1, 1910, and recorded in Aroostook
Registry of Deeds, at Houlton in Yolum(, 292, Page 118, conveyed to James
R. Hopkins and Eben S. Hopkins both
of Fort Fairfield, Aroostook County,
Maine, Lot numbered Seventy-six (76i
jn th,., town of Ashland aforesaid and
being the same property now occupied
by him and the same conveyed to him
bv Jonathan M. Garland by deed dat('(1 August 12th, 1887, recorded in Vol
ume 101, Page 122. Aroostook Regist.rv of Deeds, and by deed of Galvin
W. Ellis dated March 15th, 1905, re
corded in said Registry Volume 209,
Rage 569.
And whereas, the conditions of said
mortage are broken, now, therefore,
by reason of the breach of said con
ditions
thereof we, the undersigned
received with a great demonstration.
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
The success of the celebration i and give this notice for the pm pose
due to the efforts of Messrs. FTank of foreclosing same.
McNair, Geo. Paul, G. T. Sawtelle, and
Dated at Fort Fairfield Maine this
12th dav of July, A. D. 191S.
the co-operation of the Houlton Band
JAMES R. HOPKINS,
and the Merchants’ Association.
!
EBEN S. HOPKINS,
2,29
bring
Everything
m
in Kodaks

FORTY ACRES

Summer Time
is Kodak Time
Put a, Kodak, in your pocket
(we have them to lit) when
you go on a fishing trip or
outing and snap a fewjshots—
the films to us and we w ill develop

and print them for you.

and Supplier

D r e’a m T h e a t r e—-S p e c i a 1

The satisfaction

of a lasting record o f the trip is supreme

-------------- D O N ’T MISS S E E IN G T H E N E W ----------------

M ack S e n n e tt C om edies
-------- (EV ERY

SA TURD A Y

Keep Warm

AT

THE

DREAM ---------

Next Winter With

J.

j

D.

P e r r y

Jew eler and O ptom etrist
M arket Square

H oulton, M aine

Noira Scotia Coal A soft coal suitable for household
1
i

u s e

gjtelslf

j

Leave your order with

H. L. C h a d w i c k

Seasonable Flowers
o

/

E

v

e

v

y

K

i

n

d

P h o n e 443

F lo r is t

G R EA T W O O D VALUES
Y o u r orders promptly

M illar is Still M ak in g H om e

filled and F U L L mea

M ad e C an d ies

sure

Sweet

positively

anteed-

guar

and

By tlfie way, IVWIIar’s is a geod
------ place to buy Coffee ------

«

Java Coffee

$1.00

3 Ifc Maleber.ry

1.00

4% lb Paa-American

1.00

1 lh Fancy Blend

J* F. J a c k in s C o
Phene 1M-W

. .

Hamilton-Burnham Block

Main Street.

W e Have the Best

3 lb Genuine Mocha a id

Wholesome

Try Some cf our
Specialties
Saturday

.95

in the Floral Line

C had wick--Florist
Conservatories

16

H igh Street, Houlton
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REVENUE TOTAL
TUI? P A R T T H A T pi V I I IA N S
ability to show much in little that j DESCRIBES FLEET ABROAD
I I W T A R I l ™ 1 Y J t UU W A « counts with the resent sewing c i.clo.! RalphD Paine, author of “ The
EXCEEDS HOPES
PLAY IN I HE WAK And so it’s conservation, thaf is be Fighting
Fleets", who spent five
The
grand
total
of collections under
Separated by 3,000 miles of ocean jng dwelt upon; the person who can montjls with the allied naval forces in
and protected by our navy, our civil- show a new way to make 50 (cuts do p^ur0j)oan waters, cruising in destroy- the internal revenue laws is announced
lan population can during this war a new and practical use for something jers suf)marjnes trawlers, seaplanes by Internal Revenue Commissioner
continue to live in the same security the work of a dollar; who can devise amj battleships, tells tin1 story of
or $272,Roper to be
aa in peace times. The Hun invad- which under old regime was discaid- , America’s contribution to the sea pow
O
O
O
.O
ni)
in
excess
of the estimates
ers are not in ourmidst. We are ed; and who can make people believe ;er of the
aujes giving the British
spared the agony that came to the that she is excelling the record 011j admiral’s opinion of the aid thus ren- made by committees of Go/igress when
women and children and old men o f ; saving or on re-constructing, that per- j (lered: “To command you is an honor; they were preparing the war revenue
Belgium and France and Serbia and j SOn is the leader of society today and j to sorve with you is a pleasure; and act of Oct.
1917. Details w e r e not
the other overrun countries. While [the much sought after core of the to know you is to know the finest
furnished.
thus secure from harm we must not group.
qualities Of the Anglo-Saxon race.”
“ My new hat? So glad you like it
T h e w a r r e venue l aw w a s one of the
forget that the civilian populations of
“ You have heard, of course," said
thefco isolated countries are as much says Gladys as her friend makes a Mr. Paine, “ that our destroyers are most c o mp r e h e n s i v e me a s u r e s of taxaour Allied as are their fighting men. whispered remark. “ It was the blue operated by a British admiral, but that .lion ever enacted. It proposed forms
Let us realize more deeply their trag straw five years ago, if you remember, has been done in perfect understand • °t taxation never betore tried bv any
the one I wore1 with that blue suit that ing with Admiral Sims and our navy 1government.
edies.
1housands of questions
Read this statement of Brand Whit- I had the Summer Jennie graduated department.
We went over ther t o ’ arose as to its interpretation and ap
lock, who as our fighting minister to j from grammar; I took it and used work unselfishly against the enemy plication. Hundreds of legal decisions
Belgium knows what it means for a eolorup of a dark green shade and and to work against him with the had to be made and scores of export
land to be occupied by the German while it was being done I held it over greatest possible efficiency, and to do economists were called to the aid of
the teakettle and steamed it, and bent that, as Admiral Sims discovered, was the government from all parts of the
troops:
••Tamlnes is a little mining town it differently, and tin' ribbon on it to work with tin* British navy, and as country.
on the Sombre. The little church was a sash that used to be on my a part of it. it was impossible for us
The compliance with tin tew war
stands on the village green overlook white gown, the one I wore when we at. a place like Queenstown, to run our revenue law shown by the taxpaying
ing the river, its facade all splotched had the tableaux for the club you destroyers as a separate concern.
public has been remarkable.
Xo oh
where the bullets and grapeshot spat know; and I washed it in Lux and col
Showed Heroic Endurance
Sjection to the law has been advanced
tered against it. And in the little ored with Rising Sun dyes, and made
At first our men were thrown into j with any prospect of controversies in
graveyard beside the church there are the bows myself. I copied a bow I a strange game, but as a matter of fact the courts.
Interest!: that have been
hundreds of new-made graves, long saw at the latest Vogue, and reallv they soon became tremendously fond . placed under heavy contributions have
rows of them, each with its small I think myself I got quite a stunning of the British admiral, and he in turn responded fairly and the representawooden cross and its bit of flowers. thing out of it. Where is the blue respect.od them in the highest degree, j fives of the government have enThe crosses stand in serried rows, so suit? Why, I have boon wearing it
I lived with him at his own house in countered no serious obstruction of
closely that they make a very thicket, all Spring; I did it over in Sun Rise Queenstown, and almost (-very night 'their duties of investigation and seruwith scarcely room to walk betwe&n dyes too, and took a breadth out of
he had one of pur destroyer captains j tiny.
them. They were all new, of painted the skirt and made this dinky little
to dine with him. And I want to say j The cost of collecting this huge hulk
wood alike except for the names and jacket by using the silk which was the
that a most splendid relation of mu of taxes has been marvelously small,
ages— 13 to 84. But they all bore the front breadth of the petticoat for the
tual respect, and hearty co-operation less than three and onehalf tenths of
same sinister date— August 22, 1914. sleeves, and really, girls, I feel it was
characterizes the British navy and our 1 per rent. The number of officials
“The Germans began to pillage and quite a commendable job. The but own men wherever you go.
1 went employed for it was increased from
burn the houses, 676 of them; then tons I had in a catch box, left from with the flotilla of submarines which -loon to Minn, and Congress allowed
they turned all the inhabitants into Jenny’s school dress one time; so it crossed the1 ocean last year, and no $ 12,7oe.nun to cover the cost of col
the street, promiscuously marching didn’t cost me a thing except for tho thing could hi' more heroic than the
lection which has been done with
them about. It went on for long hours dyes." This is conversation; conser endurance shown by our hoys. Some
some saving of tho appropriation.
they were given no food or drink. vation. When it shifts from dress times they enountered gales of ion
The figures as to income and war
During a halt they forced them to lie making to kitchen work, it is too subtle miles an hour and sometimes they
taxes are for the taxable year ending
to
repeat
only
best
described,
as
be
- beneath the machine guns, then they
turned up 1000 miles from the place
with Dec. ,‘i l , 1917. It is the official
lined them up against the church wall fore, as "a lesson in arithmetic; they wanted to go.
But on reaching
belief
that the productive wealth of
dealing
in
fractions,
rather
than
in
$nd performed a mock execution.
their destination they entered at once*
logorithms,
with
weights
and
meas
tin1
country
during tin1 present year
About 600 men were massed in St.
into the work of training with the'
Martins Square, on the river bank, ures thrown in,
British fleet of submarines in order to will he increased by a vastly greater
and their wives, mothers, daughters
become proficient in the work of amount than that of 1917 and the col
were assembled by the soldiers to
stalking Gorman submarine's. For two
INSURE THE POTATO CROP
witness the scene.

“They lined up their victims on
three rows along the Sambre and
tumbled 150 of them head over heels
Into the river, shoving back with their
bayonets those who attempted to
cling to the bank. Only four or five
escaped by swimming. During this
first execution the machine guns were
trained on the remaining lines. When
the firing had ceased that night, there
were more than 400 hundred dead;
their bodies, lying there, women, too,
and children. And the graves are
there near by, in the cemetery, and
the ages given are from 13 to 84."
The part that these civilians played
in the w ar was to bring to the civil
ized world the realization of what it
would mean for German arms to con
quer. In playing their part they gave
their lives in ‘ the most cruel war a
beastly enemy could devise.

swelling chorus of camouflage con
cerning things which stripped of their
gay
plumage
meant
simply: “en
deavors to Impress each upon the im
portance o f the other; the variety
and value of possessions, especially
the value; the social achievements,
the general glorification in short,
which deceived nobody, not even the
speakers themselves, but made for a
whole lot of what was termed conver
sation. How is It today? Conversa
tion has changed over into conserva
tion; and he says and she says have
no part in them at all. One witty
person once said that the conversation
of a group of women was like a les
son in arithmetic; it was all full of
figures. It is full of figures today, as
It always was but the change lies here.
Instead of studying the art of raising
a given object to the power they are
now bust with reducing it to the square
root, and sometimes even to the cube
and fourth roots. It Is not only bad
form but a thing to be kept to one’s
self, now, this speaking of things as
larger than they are; It’s the person
wlio can reduce, can extract roots and
can show the largest amount of fac
tors and their best uses, that is the

“ There is a great ocean. I t is so
wide that sea gulls cannot fly across
if without rest. Fpon either shore
there are great nations. They are so
elo se that their hearts touch."
The
librarian.
appreciating
the
words, put them up where all could
read and then watched to see their ef
fect upon library patrons.
A good many pepole paused to read
idly. They went on with thoughtful
l aces.
Teachers copied the words to
take to their classrooms. A French
woman translated them hack info her
own longue. Pupils from the school

R A C IN E
Country Road

AT THIS SEASON
'A superlative
blood-purifying
medicine like Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
combined with a superlative iron
tonic like Peptiron, makes the ideal
all-round treatment. No other medi
cines possess such curative properties
as these two working together.
Two dollars invested in these two
medicines will bring better results
than four dollars spent in any other
course of treatment or attendance.
I t will be wise to get them today.

TH AT ANNOYING,
PERSISTENT COUGH
may lead to ohroaio lunar trouble, or
mean that tho chronic stage Already
la reached. l a either qaao try

ECKMAN’S ALTERATIVE
TUI* tonic and tissue-repairer supPlleo tho acknowledged benefits of Cal
cium treatment without disturbing the
stomach. Contains no Alcohol. Nar
cotic or Habit-Forming Drug.

mm,

aow $1.50.

$1 »iz«, now 80c.

Price Includes war tax. All drucglsta
Bckmaa Laboratory. Philadelphia

REASON

FOR

R E F U S IN G

OTHERS

Persons who have once used Foley Kid
ney Pills prefer them to any other
medicine. They give relief from kidney
and bladder troubles, backache, sharp
shooting pains, rheumatism, stiff swollen
joints, sore muscles, puffness under
rtally worth while person just now.
eyes, nervous, “always tired" feeling and
To magnify one's possessions is really sleep-disturbing bladder ailments.
quite condemnatory, today; it's the
TH E H AT H BW AY DRUG COMPANY

t une d

her hack on those things will find h e r 
sel f tearful l y remote and al one on her
side of the n a r r o w

stream.

WHAT CATARRH IS

Science has shown that nasal catarrh
often indicates a general weakness of
the body and local treatments in the
form of snuffs and vapors only irritate
and do little if any good.
To correct catarrh you should treat
it# cause by enriching your blood with
the oil-food in Scott’s Emulsion which
is a medicinal food and a buildingtonic, free from any harmful drugs*
It is helping thousands. Try it.
Scott A Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.

To t/i ( hi / -

D etails.u ) i .jin

Bonbright

&

Company

In co rp o n te d

K. A. M K. L. Manning, Managers
Shawm lit Bank Building, Boston
New York

Philadelphia

Chicago

Detroit

H a m i d lb Marsh, Re pr es ent at i v e, 15 State St.,

Bangor

Like Leaven
A s ' ‘ a little leaven

leaveneth

thrill ex pa nds the rapucitv ;
Y o u 'll hnd its use v e r v

uttru

:ie uut. ie lump
, r v a tn

ive

in

e

manage-

inert ' d vour finances.
Put your

surplus

dollars

to

W H ll

M o n i t o r Trust C ompa ny .

4% Interset paid on Savings Accounts
5 "5 -

^ (C V

t Co.

3.w,Marne

and

Multi-Mile C o rd
TIR E S
giv e you more fo r your mrr.cy. For in
stance, a special '
ms, determines to
which part of the tiie cam: v muiet rub
ber is best suit;, i. R a : ir..: Country
R oa d Tt res scicntincafiy constructed
and E xtra - Test ed for all-roads service.
Racine M u lti-M ile Cord Tires- real
cord tire quality.

G. W. RICHARDS &
COMPANY
HOULTON,

As you outer our Hank, you will notice that homelike at
mosphere—-the disposition to make our depositors feel that
we take an interest in their welfare.
Uvery deposit is a step to greater opportunities.

BANK W ITH

US

M A IN E

For you r own protection be cer
tain every Racine Tire you buy
bears the name

RACINE R U B B E R CO.
RACINE, W IS .

and stomach disorder
disorders for
and old. At dealers'.
4■0 •,
<tl.no Write us

DOING GREAT GOOD

$2

has

Due February 1 192,

Extra-Tested Tires

IF MOTHERS ONLY KNEW

that

First Lien B\s

Extra Value of

INFORMATION SERVICE BU
REAU EXPANDS RAPIDLY

nation

Public Service Company

J

jected, shown in extra service on your
car. Come in tnOnv. Let us show you w hy

the

United States

W o rk of Convoying Transports
been ■having is furnishing the best
“ When our destroyers were sent on
kind of conditions for starting an epi
demic of Late Blight or ‘Rust'. This convoy duty they showed the spirit of j
disease can he controlled if the proper the American navy. They went and ;
precautions are taken at this time. did it all winter long, and sometimes1
Do not wait another day until you ran a thousand miles out in weather
spray those potatoes with Bordeaux in which it was almost impossible to
Mixture. Get the leaves thoroughly live. With their life preservers on
covered now while the plants are small they went smashing through the seas
and before the blight gets started. Re and .always met their convoys as ap
member* that spraying is a preventa pointed. Through mist and beneath
tive and not a cure. You must have cloud and in high seas their naviga
the spray on the plants before the tion was splendid and their c o ur age
blight comes in order to prevent in- { unfaltering; on they went, picked up
feetion. No amount of spraying will |great ships laden with troops and
cure a plant that is infected. You ean j landed thorn on the coast of Franco.
get enough blue vitriol and lime to j, The successful 1ran.-port a t ion of this
make 50 gallons of the best bordeaux |million men we have sent to France
for less than 80c. Think it over, can ; has been largely due to the co-operayou afford in these times to run the j;tion of our American destroyers with
risk of losing practically your entire !j the allied fleet .
crop, for the want of a few applica- I “ In the middle of the winter we also
tions of Bordeaux?
ij sent over to join the. British navy a
Recent crop reports show that the mmilirr of our magnificent hatlleships
potato crop in the South will he i,'and it was mv good fortune to join
smaller than last year. Your home ;(that American division. T h e r e are re
crop will furnish you with the very ■ports always coming that the German
best of food and you can sell the sur ; fleet is about to eme r g e , and someplus at good prices. Write the Ex j times the British North sea fleet is on
tension Service, College of Agricul I the lookout for tho enemy. You will
T h e extra value of the many extra
ture, at Orono, for your copy of A B j be pleased to hear that on all those
tests to which R acine C ountry R oa d
C’s of Potato Spraying, Bulletin Xo. ’ occasions the American division of
and M u lti-M ile Cord Tires are sub

! battleships is given the post of honor,
iwith tin1 grand fleet."

or. On l y

<an talk across it. Birds can flv over
•' with one sweep of their wings. Great
armies are on cither bank but they
aie as far apart as the stars in the
sky, as far as right and wrong.

BY SPRAYING WITH BOR
DEAUX MIXTURE

Conversation;
conservation;
the
how ..ften children suffer from worms
two things are synonymous, yea, even
The Service Bureau of the Commit they would take care and guard against
identical these days. One has hut to
tee on Public Information has taken this common ailment of childhood.
change a few letters about, puzzle
Signs of worms are:
De
over various departmental independ
ranged stomach, swollen u p 
column fashion, to make one into the
ent information bureaus at Union Sta
per lip, sour stomach, o f 
other, anyhow; and this is exactly
tion, Washington, will consolidate and
fensive hreath, hard and full
•what is taking place just now, wher
belly with occasional gripings
reorganize them and he prepared to
ever there are grefups of women to
and pains about the navel.,
jgive all visitors accurate information
pale face of leaden tint, eyes
gether. It used to be a thing of de
on Government business and the Trad* MsrktsL mi heavy and dull, twitching
light to listen to the chatter of a
names and location of those clothed eyelids, itching of the nose, Itching of the
group of women, when in convention
with authority to speak and act for rectum, short dry cough, grinding of the
assembled. Amusing, for many rea
teeth, little red points sticking out on
the Government.
tongue, starting during sleep, slow fever.
sons; because of the subjects dealt
Since the service bureau opened
Over GO years ago J.>r. True discover
with, because of the subjects not dealt
offices May 1 it has built up a card- ed the formula of Dr, True' s Elixer, the
with; and most of all because without
t
... - ,
. .
, ■,
. „ ’
,
.
I index system with ;>o,ooo entries, many IFamily Daxatlve and W o r m Expelier.
fail there was sure to be a running fire
4. ‘
. . .
, . . .
,
GSince then people have been writing us
____ ;«t the cards being subject to daily ;
of “I said to her” and ‘‘she said to me
letters like this:
“ My little gfandrevision and correction. In a recent
daughter had pinworms very badly, and
and “He said to us,” but now it isn’t
week the bureau handled 1.030 visit- after taking part of a bottle of Dr. True' s
tho old line of things at all. No one
ors seeking special information and Elixer is very much better. Mrs. Georseems to care very much what he (
/answered an average Of 150 query l e t - ' f d a Philpot, Houston, Texas. ’’ This resaid to m e<an d no one shows any in
j medy has a worl d-wide reputation as the
ters daily.
' one safe and reliable remedy for worms
terest at all in what she said to him.
Time was when the conversation of
well bred women as well as women of
the less exclusive type was one big

FRIENDSHIP read the lines and seemed to accept.
A French girl felt the beauty of the them as a personal m e s s a g e from
friendship of two great countries for feliow-pupil.
each other. She wrote about it, and
e v e r y o n e wh o read the quotation
wor(is found their way into a Red w a s touched. T h e warqpdb
Gross bulletin and finally a transla of a more
intima^T^hft^® "Snal
tion of them was posted in a eonf r i endl i nes s spr ead throTiffh. the V.orfd,
spieuous place in a public librarv.
too.
Gr eat oceans can no longer s e p 
This is the translation: "There is
n river in France so narrow that yarn ar at e nations that love j ustice and her;

lections of taxes will he correspond
or throe years the British in the North
sea have been successful in that work, ingly larger.
and for every British submarine lost
G. B. Ramsey, Extension Pathologist the British have' been enabled to de
The wet weather which we have stroy five German submarines.

W hat part will our civilian popula
tion play in the war? Will it go
along living as it did before the war,
or will It glory in the opportunity to
serve in the tremendous task of de
feating civilizations
enemy? Each
Individual must decide that question.
He can prolong the world s agony or
he can save — save and sacrifice--to
the utmost of his ability and with his
savings buy War Savings' Stamps that
there may be more money, labor, and
materials to back up those who fight
and die not only for us, but for all who
119.
love freedom.

CON-SERV-VERS-ATION

(INTERNATIONAL

DR. J. F. T R U E & CO.
Auburn, Maine

II K spirit of war-time economy is shown not only
in the saving of money and food, blit also in the
conservation ©f time and work in the home.
It
is the duty of every American housewife to aid
in local war activities, but many are unable to do so
because of the great amount of time required for ordinary
household cares.
y

You Cannot Afford
to let your buildings go un
painted when you can buy
paint of this quality for

$1.50 a Gallon
We find that we art? over
stocked, and in order to re
duce this we will for a limited
time s< 1

Shawmut Paint
' ■ above price
Come early if you wish to
take advantage of this offer.

James S. Peabody
Bangor Street, Houlton

Electricity solves this problem by doing the tasks that
ordinarily take the best part ot a day in a few hours,
giving more leisure time and a c c o m p l i s h i n g the work in a
far more efficient manner.

U N IV E R SA L
Electric Iron
makes the hardest ot ail household task:
Hoes the w e e k ' s noniug in a few hourable kitchen anti saves you countless -ay

Houlton

Water

o n e ot

the easiest,

u ■: i 'o o I . /'omfort-

Company

Mechanic Street

HOULTON

TIMES,

WEDNESDAY, JULY 24, 1918

the head of his troops and receive the lar&e squadrons of bombing airplanes i revolution is the most conspicuous obList of Officers and Corporators
keep the German rest areas and billets ject in the capital. It is covered with
elected at
perpetually under fire.
|copper, overlaid with pure gold, no
Thus
the
German
soldiers
are
l-cept
less
than
$1,000,000
of
gold
being
The
surest
sign
that
the
Germans
William of Germany has enough sons
tratio n — Maine Division
Annual Meeting of
that he well might spare a few to'now have no immediate hopes of gain- ,n ,l state ot n**i\ous tension, the eas- melted down for the purposse. The toserve in some practical military way ing Paris is the fact that the crown ,l,ltl,'s a1'' hl'av>' ami the extra work , tal cost ot this cathedra] is estimated
Dairy Products
HOULTON SAVINGS BANK
along with the millions of other Ger- 'prince has been -relieved of command" involved by the ever increasing dif-.at fliM.ooOnon.
1 What are the dairy products
along
tieulties
leads
to
tin1
concentration
In
the
Cathedral
of
the
Kazan
the
” Milk, cream, cheese, butter, ice man lads who have been sent into the* and his generals are left to face the
H O U L T O N , M A IN E
shambles. But the Kaiser has always responsibility for failure. So this heit being continuously delayed and hung name of tin1 Almighty blazes in diacream, etc.
about from nil. Divisions sutler and lost* their ; monds trom a cloud of beaten gold, unJuly 16th 1918
o What -are the distinctive qualities been very careful not to expose any o f't o German autocracy runs t
ighting value without ever being d-*r which an* solid silver doors 2"
of milk butter and cheese?
hisKood-for-nothing progeny to dan-[place
to place1 waiting tor chances to
Officers
feet high, leading to the inner sanctu
ger on the dynastic theory that if by j gain glory by taking over commands launched against the enemy.
All thes*' things together conspire ary. In the Monastery of St. Alex E. L. Cleveland.
Milk is called a perfect foot
anv possible chance the Hohenzollern . when battles have been won by tin
President
cause It c o n t a i n s all the foot *n
‘ line
should become exhausted God blood and brains of better men than to make the German concentrations ander Nevski is a statue of ;h<* found Simon !• Hodman
Vice President
Sec’y & Treas.
In nearly the right propor on
would desert Germany. Because of he.
And this is the man who depends difficult of accomplishment and more er of pur*1 silver, weighing no less than L. O. Ludwig,
S. E. Davis,
Ass’t Treas.
per nutrition and in t t n.l° \ h
t the kind of education they received, ’ upon "divine right" to make himselt and more dependent upon til*1 weath 3250 pounds.
In th*1 House of the Holy Synod, sit
ible form, butter is proper y
^
j. or perhaps in spite of it, not one1 of ruler of millions of his fellow men. er, which alone can suspend the Brit
T rustees
attractive fat and is t P
nrntPin 'the six sons of the emperor is distiii- And the only thing that seems to stand ish and French aerial activity and uated inside th*1 Kremlin, may be seen
ge s t i b l e , cheese
ias
f
guished for anything creditable1. Nothin tin1 way of this traditional ascend- hamper observation. Every day's de vestments of fabulous value. One is E. L. Cleveland, S. Friedman, L. O.
value an d' is a good substitute for one has evinced any talent for arms, j ancy is the tact that the Allies are de- lay in preventing a German concen embellished with the Nicene Creed, Ludwig, James H. Kidder, Chas. H.
meat.
for statecraft, or for administration. ; termined that everything smacking ot tration is of the utmost value to the embroidered in pearls, estimated to Fogg. James Archibald. Chas. E.
3 Why Is the number of dairy cattle Most of them are stupid, dissipated j the Hohenzollern caste shall be sent Allies, who can prepare and strength fie worth anywhere between $T.*hmi.- Dunn, Nathaniel Tompkins.
en positions, bring up reinforce oiii) and 81.liuoiHiu. Then1are no fewer
in Europe diminishing?
and intolerable. And from this wit-1 to the scrap heap.
Corporators
ments, construct roads and light than seven miters studded with dia
Because Europe has had to ^at . xess cr0\V(l of kizy louts (lermany must j
-----------------Frederick
A. Powers
railways,
and
generally
make
valu
monds.
rubies
and
emeralds;
also
many dairy animals; because shortage ■have its ruler chosen by the edict of ! GIGANTIC TASK OF
George
Q.
Nickerson
able
use
of
the
time
thus
gained.
golden
crosiers
of
rare
workmanship.
o f labor has reduced fodder and help divine right. That is, of course if Ger
CONCENTRATING
OUR
Samuel
Lam*
'When
tli<1
delay
occurs
between
the
The
exact
value
of
these
treasures
necessary for the herds; and shortage many does not repudiate the whole lot
J. A. Browne
FORCES AT THE FRONT Phases of a big battle it is even more has never been divulged, but it is said
o f shipping has limited the amount of or the Allies do not send the Hohen
H. J. Hatheway
important:
for
experience
goes
to
that
if
a
person
offered
$2))U,uoo,uno
The task of concent rating divisions
zollern crew hack to the clods from
imported fodder.
A.
J. Saunders
show
that
an
arrested
offensive
that
for
tim
House
of
til**
Holy
Synod
and
4 W hy do the Allies turn to us for which the first Hohenzollern sprung for a modern battle on the western
Sidney
Graves
fails
to
attain
its
object
is
little
secured
its
contents
In
*
would
make
a
front is hv no means an easy one, for
in 9Su.
dairy products?
better
than
a
real
defeat
H.
W.
Grinnell
great
bargain.
The heir presumptive to the German it is naturally the enemy's chief con
Because supplies reaching them
G. \V. Wilkins
throne
is Frederick William, born May cern to prevent such a movement Irom
from Scandinavia. Holland and Sw itz
E. S. Bowers
FROM A JU S T IC E OF T H E PE A C E
being successfully and easily accom MOSCOW CHURCH
erland are now largely cut off, and 6, 1882. In character this young man
A. 1*. Bennett
W. II. Hill, J. 1’. Detroit. 'Fox., writes:
"I used Foley Kidney Fills and say un
shipping cannot be provided to bring is weak, egotistical ambitious and de plished.
Charles
E. Dunn
ROOFED
WITH
GOLD
hesitatingly that of all I have used" they
Rapid concentrations are essential.
food from Australia and New Zealand. generate. In body he is tall, stooped
e the best, and have done the work
Charles H. Fogg
Th*1 Cathedral of the Holy Savior in
where tin1 rest failed,"
Raekuehe, rheu
and “ rat faced” With a shifty eye and|or l^so
all-important element of
5 W hy should we encourage our
M. M. Clark
matic pains, sore muscles, stiff joints,
surprise is lost, and rapidity depends Moscow is probably th*1 most magnifi and
a
bearing
thht
is
insolent
and
contoo frequent bladder action are s ymp
dairy industry?
F.
A. Peabody
cent
church
in
the
world.
Its
live
c u  toms of kidney trouble.
temptous. Perhaps of all the Kaiser’s largely upon the skillful use of rail polas are covered with pure gold oneC.
H. Fierce
T
U
B
H
A
T
U
F
W
A
Y
DR
U
G
C
o
l
I
l
'
A
X
V
Because children need plenty of
sons the crown prince is the least ways already overburdened with the half an inch in thickness. Its inter
L.
P.
Heughes
milk and butter; because the world
capable, the least manly and the least normal demands of the troops in the1 nal decoration an* magnificent and
George
A. Gorham
faces a shortage of milk and butter;
qualified for leadership. Ever sine** |assault area. For this reason th 1 very costly. This church is the na
T. P. Putnam
and because dairying is fundamental
the war began the Kaiser has endeav enemy’s long range fire, as well as a tion’s thank offering for the deliver
Jaimes Madigan
in much of our agriculture.
ored in every possible way to exalt considerable proportion of his bomb ance of Moscow from the French. It
George
B Dunn
6 How can we use dairy products this unworthy sprig.
It is reported ing airplanes, are concentrated upon took fiftv years to build, and its cost
Warren Skillin
ir.ost wisely?
and believed in many places that the the railroads in the back areas.
W. H. McGary
has been estimated at $1 i;u.ihmi,uiio. T I M E A T W H I C H T R A I N S A R E E X 
By using butter only on the table; failure of the German legions to march
Under normal conditions, the ordi
Fred Putnam
In th** cathedral of the Assumption, P E C T E D T O A R R I V E A N D D E P A R T
by using more skim and sour milk and into Paris in the fall of 1914 was due nary straight railway line is not parB. Archibald
situated inside th*1 Kremlin, is the
IN E F F E C T M A Y 20, 1918
more whole milk; by wasting no milk to the fact that the emperor and the tieularlv vulnerable. Being so narrow
L. S. Black
most sacred picture of Russia, the Vir
T r a i n s scheduled to leave Houlton
or butter.
crown prince were both far in the rear: it is a difficult target to hit. The
A. B. Smart
gin of Vladimir, said to be painted by
All T r a i n s D a ily except Su nday
and that the German army was or-1curves of a railroad are, however, much
7 May we use ice cream freely?
James Archibald
St. Imkc. Th*' jewels which adorn it S.30 a. m.— For Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
9.28 a. m.— For Bangor.
Ice cream is a healthful food and dered to hault until this precious pair i more important. The destruction of are valued at $l,25e.oou, on*1 emerald 11.13 a. m.— For Ashand, St. Francis, Ft..
George S. Gentle
Kent, Washburn, Presque Isle, Van
offers an excellent way of using milk could catch up and ride into Paris at I a section of, rail on a curve means alone being said to be worth $250,udo.
L. O. Ludwig
Buren. via Squa Pan and Mapleton.
products. But it contains sugar, which the head of the triumphant invading |more trouble than the destruction of Napoleon took from the church five 12.49 p. m.— For Ft. Fairfield, Limestone,
W. F. Buzzell
Van Buren.
j half a dozen sections on the straight.
is one of the foods we wish to save. force.
J. K. Plummer
tons of silver and 50ii pounds of gold;
I
4.27 p. m.— For Bangor.
Buffet Sleep
ing
*'ar Houlton to Boston.
A
Rack
to
Hang
Medals
On.
j
Sidings,
railway
stations
an
1
places
Patronize dealers who use corn syrup
S. Friedman
but its most precious Measures wwi1
7.52 p. m.— For Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren.
The crown prince, of course, has! when1 there is a network ot rails, and concealed previous to the French in
and honey in place of sugar, and when
E. L. Cleveland
TRAINS DCF HOULTON
making it at home, always use sugar been given every distinction possible j where there are points, junctions, and vasion and afterwards restored.
Beecher Putnam
9.24 a. m.— From Van Buren, Ft. Fairin order to invest him with dignity and other special types of rail, are oven
substitutes.
James H. Kidder
Nearby is til** cathedral of the An 12.39tield,
p. m.— From Bangor,
Greenville.
G. W. Richards
Buffet Sleeping Pa r Boston to H o u l 
8 How much butter did we export impress the German people. He has more important than curves, for dam nunciation, with its many golden
ton.
A. E. Astle
to Europe from July 1. 1915. to July been made commander of the finest age done at a vital center may com domes. It has a pavement of agate 5.15 p. m.— From St. Francis, Ft. Kent,
pletely
delay
traffic
for
many
hours.
Van
Buren. Washburn, Presque Isle,
Leonard A. Pierce
Prussian regiment, he has been load
and jasper. Th*1 celebrated icon of
1. 1916?
Squa Pan.
Such rail-centers behind the German the Virgin of the Don is its most 4.19via.
T. V. Doherty
p. m,— From Van Buren, Limestone,
6,622,073 pounds, most of which ed with medals and upon every possiParibou, Ft. Fairfield.
ble occasion the Kaiser sends mess- lines are subjected by the British to a prized possession.
Nathaniel Tompkins
7.47 p. m.— From Bangor.
went to the Allies.
ages of “ congratulation” to the son for form of "time bombardment" so de
Charles P. Barnes
The
dom*1
of
St.
Isaac's
Cathedral,
Time
tables
giving
complete
informa
9 How much cheese did we export
deds committed by the humble sold vised that all repairs have to lie car in I’etrograd, from which the Royal tion may be obtained at ticket offices.
in the same period?
Attest: L. O. L U D W IG , Clerk
GFO. 3J. HOUGHTON. Pass’r Traffics
iers of the fatherland.
When any ried out under the most harassing con ists fired machine guns during tin*
Manages-, Bangor, Maine.
13b
38,221,450 pounds, most of which great military undertaking is launched ditions ; and not an hour passes with
went to the Allies.
this simpering young fool is sent for, out shells or bombs bursting in the
10 How much condensed milk did and given “ high command".
If the affected area.
we export in the same period?
undertaking shows signs of breaking
An important result of this concen
99,541,098 pounds. All o a opt nbou* down, the crown prince is at once re tration against the rail centers is that
5,000000 pounds of this went to the lieved of responsibility, so that the troops cannot, be massed for an atodium shall fall upon someone else. It j amount of morale-shaking experiences
Allies.
11 Have we kept up the immensely would never do, of course, for the first. There is no sitae*1 for them by
increased exports which marked the crown prince to be associated with day or by night. Under these confailure. When the battle of Picardy ditions th** troops are stab1 before tin1
fiscal year 1916-17?
began the crown prince was in com- attack is launched,
No; from July 1, 1917, to January 1,
mand. To be sure he had little to do
As this long-range bombardment is
1918,, we sent 20,000,000 pounds less
with the matters, and spent most of controlled chiefly by airplane obser
butter and 13,000,000 pounds less
his time drinking wine in the “grand vation an enormous advantage lies
cheese than in the corresponding pe
headquarters”, while his generals did with that side which is predominant
riod a year ago.
the work. But it was confidently be in the air. By the superiority of their
DEALERS
lieved that this drive would deliver airmen th* Allied armies are able to
12 Does the Food Administration ask Paris to the Germans, and then it sweep all roads and railways in tlm
the cooperation of dealers and hand would be the proper order for the enemy’s rear with concentrated artil
crown prince to ride into the city at lery fire by day and night; whilst
lers of foodstuffs?

FOOD QUESTIONS ANSWERED,THE KAISERS HEIR
'plaudits of his countrymen.
A
DEGENERATE
j
Relieved of Command
By T h e United States Food Adminis

J

Y es; every one from producer and
middleman to consumer is asked to
cooperate.
13

W h at have food merchants done?

Representatives of all branches of
food, merchandising in the country
have conferred with the administra
tion and pledged their loyal support.
14 How Is the problem of distribu
tion dealt with?
By conference and by licensing.
15 W hat is accomplished by confer
ence ?
The members of a trade agree on
•fair prices and practices; they agree
to make short stocks go as far as pos
sible and to keep supply steady and
prices even.
16 W hat are the six trades that are
called upon to bear the brunt of food
saving?
Grocers, butchers hotel and restaur
ant men, dealers in confectionery and
ice cream, flour millers.
17 How have those classes helped in
food conservation?
1 Grocers have limited sales and
urged use of substitutes.
2

■M*

JL.

Butchers have limited sales.

3 Bakers have had profits kept
down to prowar basis. They have
been cut in fancy breads, pastries,
etc., and they are making Victory prod
ucts. The prices of the ingredients
of bread have risen 150 per cent, but
price of bread less than 50 per cent.
4 Hotel
«v e ry way.

men

have

conserved

In

5 Confectioners were cut down to
50 per cent of their normal amount of
sugar.
6 Flour millers have done away
with all gradings and done away with
“fancy” flours. They all mill on the
same basis.
18 What methods of economy have
been successfully practiced in these
businesses?
The “cash-and-carry” plan; stand
ardizing prices and profits; eliminat
ing waste; eliminating duplication of
servee; shortening store hours.
19 How can the housewife help the
merchant in other ways?
By patronizing stores which display
the merchants’ pledge, by reporting
unreasonable charges to her county
or state Federal Food Administrator,
who w ill take action under the law.
20.. W hat is the merchants’ pledge?
"W e pledge ourselves to give our
customers the benefit of fair and mod
erate prices, selling at no more than
zm reasonable profit above cost to us.”

W A TER POW ERS
IN MAINE

dockyards
a period of about tw o weeks.
chilled, this meat i
cannot be stored for

Of the various methods employed by the advocates of
State ownership of water powers to bolster up their claims,
none is more persistently adhered to than the possible ad
vantage to be obtained by the application of electricity for
heating purposes.

Although

A st
is drissed usually w ith in
twenty-four hours after purchase by
the packer, T h e beef is held in a cooler
at the
,rr i "
at a temperature a
little abov
days.

In spite of the fact that all scientists concur in the
statement that heating by electricity from any source of
power, either by water power or steam, is impracticable on
account of the excessive cost, and in spite of the evidence
of actual tests of heating houses by electricity proving utter
impracticability on account of high cost; these advocates
assert that somehow, sometime inventors may discover
some new method bv which this desired end may be
accomplished.

leaded into a refrigerator
car, w ncre a similar temperature is
maintained, and is in transit to market
on an *_L v w
;e cf about six days.
1 !'■ c n

These advocates would have the State develop water
powers in anticipation of this longed-for discovery.
But there is an impassable barrier in the way of this
utopian dream.
Hydraulic engineers already have perfected tin* effic
iency of water wheels to a point exceeding 90 per cent of
their possible power, and electrical engineers have per
fected generators to a point exceeding 90 per cent of pos
sible efficiency. This proves conclusively that some other
method than the development of water powers must 1><*
sought in order to heat houses by electricity.
On the other hand the utilization of the power contain
ed in coal lias been developed only to the extent of 20 per
cent under most modern equipment used for power pur
poses.
Water powers, owing to the much greater initial cost
for development over steam plants, have in the possibilities
of increased efficiency of coal a competitor to be feared,
and this fact is recognized by every intelligent owner of
water powers.

r.;-

it!-

i

R u m fo rd Falls Po w e r Co m p an y
O xfo rd Pa p e r Co m p an y
G r e a t N o rt h e r n P a p e r Co m p an y
Union W a t e r P o w e r Co m p an y
Union E lectric P o w e r Co m p an y
Androscoggin Re serv oir Co m p an y
St. Croix Pu per Co m p an y
C e n tr a l M ain e P o w e r Co m p an y

Androscoggin Mills
In t e rn a tio n a l Pa p e r Company
Adroscoggln Ele c tric Company
HIM M a n u fa c tu r i n g Company
L ew is ton Bleachery & Dye W o rk s
Pepperell M a n u fa c tu r i n g Co mpan y
Bates M a n u fa c tu r i n g Company
E d w a rd s M a n u fa c tu r i n g Company

ft U: Company requires all beef to
be sold during the w eek of arrival, and
the average of sales is w ithin five days.

ti i

Si
i

ti i

:|!•
•Ifiq

A n y delay along the above journey
means deterioration in the meat and
loss to the packer.
I

ti

for

rival at the branch distribit i s unloaded into a “cooler”,

Q -•

Do the people of th e S ta te of Maine wish to plunge the
S ta te into th e ex p enditure of unknow n m illions of dollars
w ith o u t carefu l and th ro u g h inv estig atio n ?
(Signed) Wm. M. Pennell, Publicity Agent

Upon
uting hou
and nlaee-

U

Swift & Company, U. S. A,
Local Branch, 74 Eangor St., Houlton, Me.
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SURROUNDING TOWNS
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SHERMAN MILLS

TIMES,

James A. Watson is ill with pneu
A pretty home wedding took place
here on June 26, when Fannie Louise monia.
Miss Flora Adams of Linneus is
Dennett, became the bride of Edwin
visiting
friends in town.
W arren Crockett.
The
ceremony
Mrs.
Thornton
of Hartland, N. B. is
was performed by
Rev.
Frederick
Parker, the double ring service being a guest at the home of Rev. H. II.
used.
The bride
was
becom ingly, Cosman.
Miss Florence Burns of Presque
gowned in grey silk, and carried a
Isle
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Orie
bouquet of maidenhair ferns and pink
N.
Titcomb.
carnations.
George Grass has moved into the
The groom’s brother and sister at
Carmichael
rent and is working for
tended them. The rooms were pret
tily decorated with cedar, ferns, and j D. F. Adams.
flowers. Only a few relatives and ' Mr. and Mrs. M. I). Estes of Island
friends were present during the cere- Falls were visitors at J. A. Robinson s
money, after which followed a recep on Saturday.

Mrs. Alonzo Clark who is seriously
ill is no better at this writing.
Farmers in this section are anxi
ously awaiting good weather for hay
ing
Mr. and Mrs. Ward of New Lime
rick were calling on friends in town
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dobbins and
family spent Sunday in Houlton with
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennett Haley spent
Sunday in town, guests of Mr, and
Mrs. Stanley McCain.
Mrs. James Sullivan and family of
Waterville spent, a few days last
week with Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert. Stephenson
and daughter, Madeline, were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. George
Grange, Smyrna .Mills.

making it much larger than any pre
vious volume. The big feature of this
year's book is the map section, con
taining 82 pages of the finest detail
maps of Maine and the White Moun
tains that have been issued. • These
maps are on a large scale and are
printed in colors and contain not only
the trunk lines and through routes of
travel for all of the small roads, but
all of the geographical features of the
territory covered. All of tin1 cities,
towns and villages are marked so that
at a glance it may lie told whether
they have post offices, telegraph or
express offices, railroad stations ar.d
all other facts of interest. The maps
were drawn this year and are absolu
tely up to date in every particular.
This year’s road hook contains

siblo should be provided for.
Therefore ‘'The Fatherless Child
ren of Franct1" is asking for suh.se riptions ot $86.50 a year.
S.le keeps a child
day in itmother's home1.
<h keeps a child a month in it
mother's home.
$‘h).511 keeps
child a war m it:
mother's home
$78.00 keeps a child 2 ye ars in its
mother’s home.

Names and addresses of individual
orphans can fa* had if desired. Ka- h
subscriber of $86,5u obtaining the ad
dress of the* child can thus enter into
correspondence with his protege.
The lists arc* returned to Franco,
bearing, against tin* name of each

been

hild, that of the* American suhseri
many new routes and every route in j her. The* "Comite do repartition" at
it has been corrected and thoroughly ' the beginning of every quarter, forrevised to meet the conditions of the (wards the* instalments to the mothers

present louring season.
Important
('etours and other valuable informa
tion are given.
Then* are a large number of new
city and town street maps in this
year's issue, as well as many new fea
tures of value to the motorist and tin*
public in general.
The hook is handsomely hound in
gold and him1 and is beautifully illus
trated with many new pictures.
It
contains the now famous Pine Tree
Tour, as well as tin1
the very popular
Ideal loui.
Tho scope of tin1 publication is
broad, and practically everything of
value to the tourist is covered from
New York to Montreal, east to the Atlantie Ocean. This takes in all of the
New England States and all of Eastern Canada, including the Province of
Qubee and the Maritime Provinces.
The book contains the usual l arge
key maps the same as in past years,
these being contained in a pocket in
the hack cover.
Copies may he obtained at the
Touring Information Bureau in tin1
TIMES building.

ma d e :

First Baptist Church. $28.20
Congregational Church, $46.76
Fr.*e Baptist Church. $5.61
Masiin lodge, $14.80

or guardians by postal order.
The
Mrs. Shedd, $10.00
postal order hears the name and ad
The following have each contribute#
dress of flu1 American individual don : tin* sum of $86.5o to support an oror. Tin' distribution being made i phan for one year
through tin* Government post office is ! Mrs. L. O. Ludwig
in itself a guarantee of faithful, exact j
Mrs. T. V, Doherty
disbursement, as it remains on re ! Mrs. A. L. Lumbert
i
cord in the Post Office archives for all
Miss Virginia Donnell
time.
Father Silke
Tin1 working expense of "The Fath
Clubs are being formed for groups
erless Children of France" is practi of five or more to undertake to raise
cally nil. M. Pages, the Directing the required amount together. Please
Manager in Paris gives his valuubl do not wait for some one to call upon.
time to it. Ho is assisted hv Govern- ; you, hut consider his a direct and urmen; school teachers, from the invad jg(,m appeal to you personally to do
ed districts, and a1so helpful by “aux-jwhat you can at once as the need is
iliaries" from the War Office.
The verv great.
offices too, have been placed at the
organization’s disposal free of charge,
FOR M ID D L E -A G E D M E N A N D
through the Minister of Education,
WOMEN
Thirty-eight committees in the UniThe kidneys work day and night to

Miss Edith Holmes of Woodstock,
visiting her cousin, Mrs.
HODGDON
Annie
Crosby.
The town of Hodgdon has almost
tions.
Elbridge Elliott returned to Camp
reached the top in the War Savings
The presents of silver, china, glass,
Devens on Monday, having spent a
Campaign as the pledges now in are
pictures,
and
several
substantial
short furlough at home.
over 7,000.00 and Mr. Winn Haskell
checks showed the esteem in which
W. O. Briggs and family left Satur
the town War Savings Chairman feels
the young couple are held in the com
day for Grand Lake to spend a few
confident, that the full allotment of
munity.
Refreshments of ice cream
days with relatives and friends.
8,000.00 will be secured by the end of
and. wafers were served and wedding
The Red Cross wiil meet for work
the week. The committee as fol
cake distributed to the guests.
at the Grange Hall on Thursday af
lows: Everett London, George Welton,
Mr. and Mrs. Crockett left later in
ternoon, July 25.
Everybody wel
Geo. M. Benn, Roy Ingraham. Geo.
the evening by auto, followed by a
come.
Jones and Ferdinand Hunter, will con
shower of rice, for a short trip to
There wasa good attendance at the
tinue to work. Many thanks to those
Bath, Boothbay, Portland, and other
F. B. S. S. picnic held at Crescent
who have pledged what they could,
places. The best wishes of their
Park and all who attended enjoyed
hut none to the slackers who refused
many friends follow them.
the day.
to
help so good a cause.
George Porter, 15 years old, son of
Mr .and Mrs. Wilbur Robinson re
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Porter of Golden turned Friday from Red Reach where
Ridge formerly of Houltoh, was drown they spent a week with Mrs. Robin
MONTICELLO
ed Saturday afternoon while bathing son’s aunt, Mrs. Rosalinda Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman McLeod re
ted States are working for this cause.
in Cold Brook stream, slipping over
Miss Eunice Niles held a success turned from St. Andrews, last Wednes
Between 18UUU and 14.nun orphans
his depth in a deep hole, being unable ful canning
demonstration at
the day, and report a fine trip.
have been provided for by subscrip
to swim. Two Roberts boys with him, Grange Hall on Monday, July 15,
‘‘The American Flag" a drama in
tions in this country, yet recently the
tried in vain to rescue him.
There fruits and vegetables were
canned four acts, presented by Hodgdon local
Central office in New York received
are two younger brothers.
and instructions given in canning talent in the Grange Hall. Saturday
an urgent appeal for immediate as
News was received last week of the meats.
evening, was well attended and every
sistance am: greater efforts to bo
At the regular meeting of Littleton body thought it very good, $55.00 was
death in action of Israel B. Bryant,
made in order to meet the needs of
July received.
son of Ira B. Bryant, well know here. Grange on Saturday evening,
He was about 2& years old and enlist 20th, J. I'. Leavitt was chosen trea
Several Hodgdon people were in IN BEHALF OF THE FATHER
FOR TH E C A M P A I G N
ed on the 9th of July of last year, surer and Mrs. Alta Tilley, L. A. town Saturday evening, to attend the
Steward
for
the
remainder
of
the
LESS
CHILDREN
OF
FRANCE
The
Daily Commercial
going overseas with the 101st regi
play.
"The
Fatherless
Children
of
France’’
will
be
mailed
postpaid to any
ment of the 26th Division of the 1st year. 6 applications for membership
The Motion Picture Theatre will he
was
organized
in
October.
1915,
suc
address
until
October 1 for
American Arm y Corps, made of New were received.
closed for a few weeks during the
ceeding in the United States to the
England soldiers, now in the thick of
summer season.
work of the "Orphelinat (les Armees,"
the lighting. Besides his parents he
EAST HODGDON
a
French society formed in Paris, at
leaves three sisters and two brothers,
The Ladies’ Aid will meet with
rhe
opening of the great war, to raise j Keep abreast of the State Campaign
LETTER
B
One of which Ira Bryant, is at Camp Hattie Eagers next Wednesday.
and the Great War. through the BAN
T. J. Carpenter spent Sunday with funds to keep the children of those
Devens, leaving with the last draft
Mr. and Mrs. Green of Kirkland, N.
GOR COMMERCIAL, ‘‘Maine’s best
fallen in the field with their mothers
relatives in Houlton.
contingent from this section.
B., is visiting at Mrs. Benj. Duff’s.
1paper."
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Adams spent in the home to lx* brought up in the
Rev. William Fletcher will preach
I
religious belief of their fathers and in I Subscribe now, and get the full
Sunday with relatives in Linneus.
in the Union Church next Sunday.
benefit of thi.s offer.
Send P. O.
LINNEUS
Doris and Spoffard Crawford of all the honorable traditions of their
Mrs. Thomas Henderson was the
(money
order
with
full
P.
O.
address to
Haynesville,
Mr. Byron W eirs of
guest of relatives in Littleton the Houlton spent a few days last week families and people.
'J. P. BASS PUB. CO., Bangor, Maine.
spent Sunday in town.
Tin1 work of the Central Committee
with relatives here.
past week.
Mr. Colbath of Cary spent last week
■is
carried out by local committees in 1 Bangor Weekly Commercial
Mrs.
George
Carpenter
returned
Mr. Lowell Brockway of Houlton.
with his sister, Mrs. Chas. Johnson.
{every
community, which supply lists a sixteen page weekly, containing all
Wednesday
from
a
visit
with
rela
was the guest of Mr. John Grant the
[containing
tin* names of necessitous the news of the week in condensed
tives in Waterville.
Mrs. Otis Bither and’ son William week end.
orphans.
Tin*
names also of individ- form, a bargain at the regular price of
Charles
®*Noonain
and
daughter,
are visiting relatives in Millinocket.
Mrs. James Lloyd went to the
guests
ren are acre jit. d when $1 .au per year. wil he sent until Octoof
ual
orphan
chib
*
t
he
of
Bos
ton,
an
Mr. W ill Finch and Hollis Adams Aroostook Hospital last Saturday for Marie,
reeom me ndation lx r 1 for
aeeoi npanied bv a
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fitzpi trick.
spent Saturday in Canterbury, N. B. treatment.
daught er, from some trimt wort by per son.
M rs James Smit h and
? C r
Mrs. Ernest Turney went to the
Mrs. Jas. Faulkner and children of
committee in Paris in ve sfi gates
b
V
¥
Anna, and U1 tra Fit zpatri *k of I .itA
Aroostook
Hospital
Saturday
for
Houlton, are visiting Mrs. Mary Hall.
tleton. wen1 v isit ing at the hone* of the ipplieation of societies and inSuhseri ) nov • and get the full benetreatment.
Mr. Amos Bither has had the light
divid mils, and decider wll< tin*r the lit of this offei
You can keep posted
Mrs. Lowell Brockway of Houlton, .Airs. Michael Rugan on Thursday.
ning rods placed on his farm build
s of war orphans st ill in by on tin* St ate ’ampaign , and also on
dnano
of
Wot
rson
ITemb
Mrs.
Helen
was the guest of Mrs. John Grant the
ings.
stock, who ha s been spent ing a f( w them should re ■cive favoral lie (’(insid- th * Great. War through the W E E K L Y
past week.
There will be a baptism next Sun
Mr s. A Ion /<> erat i HI .
COM MERCIA I het ter than through
Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Duff were the days with hei sister
day afternoon in the brook near Dan
It was found that the st ip. I K the an y other Wet* \Iy papei , and that too
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Knowl- ( ’ lark, returne 1 home last week.
tion from eight to ten o’clock, many
friends calling to offer
congratula N. B., is

150,(i(io orphans.
This worthy necessary cause has
not before been brought to the atten
tion ot the people of Houlton, hut we
hope for a cordial and generous re
sponse to tin* call now made. Other
towns in our county have given large
ly.
Mr. L. O. Ludwig at the Houlton
Savings Bank will receive contribu
tions to the fund and tin1 list of
names of those contributing to the
support of one of these little ones will
he publishe 1 from time to time.
The churches, lodges and societies
in town have all agreed to take spec
ial collections for this purpose. The
following contributions have already

filter and cast out from the blood .stream
impurities that cause aches and pains
when permitted to remain.
It is only
natural these important organs should
slow up and require aid in middle age.
Foley Kidney
Pills
help
overworked,
tired and diseased kidnevs and bladder.
THU HAT HE W AV DRUG CO MPANY

$1.00

iel Stewart’s.

Corey Bubar, Roy Bither, Del Bubar and Foy Logie autoed to Dyer
Brook, Monday.
William Jordan of Golden
spent last week
with Mr.
Adams and family.

Ridge
Willie

Mr. John Stewart and family of
Houlton spent last week with Mr. and
Mrs. James H. Ruth.
The Campfire Girls met with Miss
Pena McKeen last Wednesday after
noon. Refreshments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Sid C. Shea and son
of Houlton were in town Sunday to
attend meetings at Linneus Corner.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hazeltine and
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Ruth spent Sun
day in Mars Hill with Mr and Mrs.
Wilson.
Mrs. Byron W eirs and baby boy of
Haynesville are spending the week
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Steph
en Buber.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Bliss and Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Stimson of Houlton attend
ed the M. E. Church services here
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Day and Mr. and Mrs.
Cook of Upper Brighton, N. B., spent
Sunday with their sister, Mrs. Steph
en Bubar and family.

ton Sunday.
Mrs. William Crane of Ludlow was
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Miles Smith
part of last week.
Mrs. Weldon Gildard of Ludlow
spent last Thursday with her daugh
ter, Mrs. Dora Smith.
Mrs. Annie Lincoln has been visit
ing her daughter, Mrs. Leland Adams
in Smyrna recently.
Mrs. Tweedell of Fredericton, N.
B., has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
Elias Eagers the past week.
Mrs. Winfield Scott has been the
guest of her sister, Lillian, and father.
Mr. Perry Brown the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Brown and Mr.
and Mrs. Todd of Westfield were the
guests of Mr. Perry Brown Sunday.
Mr. and M rs. Perley Atchison and
Mr. Albert White of Mars Hill wore
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bar
ton Sunday.
The friends of Mrs. Robert Hender
son who has been at the Aroostook
Hospital will he glad to know that
she is gaining.
The thunder storm did quite a lot
of damage in this place last Friday
afternoon, the lightning struck the
houses of Mr. Guy Turney, Thomas
Callnan, Maggie Finnegan, and Frank
McAtee.

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Lyons and Mr.
0AKFIELD
daughter, Dorothy, of Houlton, spent
Mrs.
Guy
Crosby
who has been ill
Saturday night and Sunday with Mr.
for some time is gaining.
and Mrs. Garfield Burton.

Mrs. Edith White is spending a few
Mrs. Geo. Holyoke of Houlton and
days in Hodgdon and Houlton.
Mrs. Ada Lovett of Auburn are visit
Mrs. Helen Smith of Houlton has
ing their mother, Mrs. Cornelius Kerbeen
a recent guest of Mrs. Irvin
vin and other relatives here.
Allen.

Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Tuell and Misses
Miss Bamford and friend of Houlton
Marloh French and
Winnie
Logie
are visiting at the home of James
were Sunday evening guests of Mr.
Holden.
and Mrs. Harry Stimson, Houlton.

Mrs. Stanley Shields and Miss
Adams of Linneus were guests of
Mrs. N. C. Martin on Thursday.
Mr. Harry Adams and family have
moved to Waterville where he has
employment with the Maine Central
Mrs. James H. Ruth, Miss Marion R. R.
French, Mrs. Geo. W . Stewart, Mr. and
It is one instance where you can
Mrs. H. Edw. Kimball spent last Fri look over new dress creations while
day with Mr. and Mrs. Ira E. Ruth in your husband sits beside you and en
joys the play itself.
Smyrna Mills.
J^t Martin’s Theatre on Thursday
,Mrs. Melvin Adams and children,
Mrs. Stanley Shields,
Miss
Laura evening July 25th, William Fox, will
Adams and Mrs. Harold Brittain of [ present Virginia Pearson in “ Stolen
Mrs. Henry Quint of Hodgdon and
Mrs. Jane Dickinson of McAdam, N.
B., spent Sunday with Mrs. Drusilla
Outhouse at the home of James G.
Bither.

New Limerick autoed to Oakfleld and Honor,” a society drama of love and
intrigue.
Smyrna last Friday.
You will get some ideas for your
Mr. and Mrs. Day of Hodgdon at-1
„ . .
A TJ
^
.winter gowns from Miss Pearson, and
tended the meetings at Linneus C o r - ' . , . ...
. .
.
^
’ besides, see a stirring society drama ■
ner Church Sunday
afternoon
and i - .
„ , . , .
.
.
, A
A .of love and intrigue among clever
.m > l Dg. and .an g a duet with auto-the ufe o( Washington.

t*n> accompaniment.

j

p lease remember that this is

not

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W . McGinley and , a fashion play but some stunning
daughter Miss Eva, of Houlton a t -' gowns are shown. It is a play for
tended services at the M. E. Church ' men as well as women. It Is stirring
Sunday afternoon, Miss Eva helped with action and made beautiful in set-1
with the music by playing the violin, tings and scenes.
1

Fren h Governi lient could

ill< W

~T O expect to pay a high
1 price for talc perfumed
with a n odor t h a t c o st
th o u s a n d s of dollars to
produce would be natural.
But to be able to o b ta in
such a superb perfume at
a low price is a delightful
surprise. T h is s u rp ris e
a w a its you in the Talc
perfumed with Jonteel—
the New Odor of Twentysix Flowers.

for at a very small cost, it you take ad-

icach child was not enough to ensure
nourishing food and needed clothing,
MAINE ROAD BOOK
The Maine Automobile Hoad Book so enabling the mother to keep her
for 1918 has been issued by the Tour [little ones with her. and it was care
ing Bureau of tin* Maim* Automobile fully computed that the additional ten
Association, Portland, and will take cents a day for each child was re
this.
This
rank with the best publications of its quired to supplement
amount was math* as small as poskind in the country.
This year's issue contains 512 pages, sible so that as many orphans as nos-

vantage of this offer now.
In ease you are already a subscriber
to the WEEKLY or DAILY COMMER
CIAL, send it to some friend in the
country as a gift during the campaign.
It will lx* a welcome visitor wher■ver it g(HO
J. P. Bass Pub. Co.,
Bangor. Maine

HATHEWAY DRUG COMPANY
S. L. W hite, Mgr.
“T H E

REXALL STORE”

What Will Be Your Answer?
T h o u s a n d s o f o u r ]b o y s a r e g o i n g d o w n i n t o t h e t r e n c h e s t o d a y —
c le a n - fa c e d , d e t e r m in e d ,

s p le n d id

young

m e n — g o in g

th e re

to

b a ttle fo r y o u .
Y o u c a n a t le a s t g o d o w n in y o u r p o c k e t s f o r th e m .
T h e r e ’s a n a rm y .

Y e s , a d o z e n a r m ie s — o f s ta lw a r t,

w in d - b r o n 

z e d y o u n g m e n s ta n d in g b e t w e e n y o u a n d th e g r iz z ly H u n .
T h e s e y o u n g fe llo w s a r e g iv in g t h e ir e a s e , t h e ir c o m fo r t, t h e ir
fr ie n d s a n d h o m e s , t h e ir b o d ie s , t h e h o p e o f l i f e — g i v i n g f o r y o u
— fo r yo u .
Y o u c a n a t le a s t le n d y o u r jm o n e y f o r th e m ? P r o v e y o u r
p a t r io t is m w it h d o lla r s .

National War Savings Committee

• V

f v

gSf UKD BY THU
UNITED STATES*
GOVERNMENT

i

